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We are pleased to present the Climate Finance Leadership Initiative report in support of building a sustainable low-carbon economy. In accordance with the objectives of the initiative, this report outlines solutions for further mobilizing private-sector capital in line with the goals of the Paris Agreement.

The need for climate action has never been more urgent, and finance can play a powerful role in the transition to a sustainable and inclusive global economy. To achieve this transition, the world requires a significant shift in investments that make financial flows consistent with pathways toward low greenhouse gas emissions and climate-resilient development. Meeting this goal will depend on the public and private sectors coming together to support an inclusive and orderly transition from high- to low-carbon assets on a global scale — and quickly.

Although each member of this initiative brings a different expert perspective from across the investment chain, we have all seen that progress is not only possible but also presents significant opportunities for our businesses and the clients and communities that we serve. This report highlights real-world examples of best practices and actionable solutions to the challenges that most often hinder sustainable low-carbon investment. Today, we have the knowledge, the capability, and the insight to further scale new investment in clean energy and other green opportunities and to support the transition of existing investments in reducing their emissions.
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Executive Summary

Unmitigated, climate change will have significant long-term impacts on people, ecosystems, and the global economy.

The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) recently provided a vivid picture of how 1.5°C and 2°C of warming are likely to affect human populations and natural systems — with a notable escalation of economic and ecosystem impacts between these two temperatures. The IPCC report found that achieving the 1.5°C target would require emissions to decrease to net zero by 2050, necessitating far-reaching transitions across the global economy in energy, land, urban, infrastructure, and industrial systems.1 Private-sector institutions, in partnership with the public sector, can help facilitate these transitions by mobilizing capital at the required scale and pace.

Recognizing the important role private-sector capital can play in expediting this transition, United Nations Secretary-General António Guterres asked Michael R. Bloomberg, UN Special Envoy for Climate Action, to lead a private-sector initiative to “support a global mobilization of private finance in response to the challenge of climate change.” Senior executives of seven major private-sector institutions — Allianz Global Investors, AXA, Enel, Goldman Sachs, HSBC, Japan’s Government Pension Investment Fund (GPIF), and Macquarie — joined Bloomberg as chair in creating the Climate Finance Leadership Initiative (CFLI). These leading institutions represent a diverse span of roles across the investment value chain, including an international power utility, commercial and investment banks, insurers, asset managers, and asset owners.

Informed by the deep expertise of CFLI institutions, this report offers insights into how to mobilize private climate finance at the scale and speed needed to support an orderly and inclusive transition to a low-carbon global economy. The report considers challenges to — and solutions for — financing the low-carbon future across both developed and emerging economies. In recognition of the opportunity to act in the near to medium term, emphasis is given to readily available and scalable solutions and technologies, examples of successful low-carbon investments and transitions, and policy actions with proven track records of attracting private-sector capital across sectors with the largest emissions reduction potential.

Chapter 1, The Financial Sector’s Role in the Global Response to Climate Change, frames two key pillars for financing an effective low-carbon transition: (1) increasing low-carbon investment and (2) supporting the transition of carbon-intensive sectors. To provide a deeper understanding of how private finance influences change in the real economy, this chapter describes how the investment chain of private institutions works in practice. FIGURE ES-1 illustrates the flow of capital within the financial system and the various roles of private- and public-sector institutions.

FIGURE ES-1: The investment chain: The interaction of the private sector, public sector, and real economy

Source: CFLI.
Chapter 2, Trends in Climate Finance, takes stock of the state of low-carbon investment today. While global investment in clean power generation, electrified transportation, and building efficiency has increased significantly, low-carbon investment in other sectors is lagging. Cumulative solar and wind capacity installed worldwide exceeded 1TW in 2018 — roughly the size of the entire power system in the United States. Provided sufficient revenue certainty and policy stability are present, developers in most markets can now deliver electricity generated by mainstream renewables at a lower cost than coal-fired power, on a levelized cost basis. Private finance has responded to the attractive risk-adjusted returns offered by renewable energy by deploying hundreds of billions of dollars in equity and debt investments (FIGURE ES-2).

FIGURE ES-2: Clean energy investment by country income group

Aggregate global energy demand, however, has grown at a faster rate than renewable energy supply. In 2018, increased use of renewables avoided 214Mt of emissions — a significant, yet insufficient, amount in light of the 1.25Gt of new energy-sector emissions attributed to economic growth. Coal retains the largest share of global power generation, with 37% compared with 7% for wind and solar. The IPCC estimates that annual investments in clean energy and energy efficiency would need to increase by a factor of six by 2050 compared with 2015 levels to limit warming to 1.5°C.

Progress on clean energy investment has also been uneven across geographies, with advanced economies, China, and a select few fast-growing emerging economies remaining dominant. The 31 markets classified as low-income countries by the World Bank have seen only 0.1% of total clean energy investment from 2009 to 2018 (FIGURE ES-2).

Low-carbon investment in some sectors beyond power is expanding but from a small base. Clean transportation has seen robust growth in response to financial incentives, declining battery costs, and policy mandates. Sales of passenger electric vehicles increased from just 38,000 vehicles in 2011 to almost 2 million in 2018 but remained a small share of the 87 million new vehicles sold globally. New business models and financing mechanisms have facilitated energy efficiency investments in the buildings sector, which accounts for a large portion of global energy demand. Other sectors, including heavy industry, heavy-duty transport, and agriculture, have yet to attract low-carbon investment at scale.

Meanwhile, the development of green financial products has expanded rapidly. In particular, issuance of green bonds has grown from less

---

2 BloombergNEF (BNEF), Capacity & Generation database.
4 China is separated from country income groups because it is the largest market for clean energy investment; inclusion would distort the amount of clean energy investment in upper-middle-income countries.
Green bonds issued to date have predominantly taken the form of “use of proceeds” bonds, in which money raised is earmarked for the development of projects that meet specific green standards. However, a broader set of capital market instruments, such as transition bonds or sustainability-linked corporate bonds, will be required to support the transition of carbon-intensive business models.

Beyond investment trends and tools, climate change is increasingly factored into financial supervision as regulators acknowledge the risks climate change poses to individual institutions and financial stability. In April 2019, the Network for Greening the Financial System (NGFS) — comprising 42 central banks and financial regulators overseeing two-thirds of systemically important banks and insurers — recommended that climate risks be integrated into both financial stability monitoring and supervision of individual institutions. In addition, more than 830 organizations have expressed their support for the recommendations of the Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures (TCFD), and many companies plan to enhance their climate-related disclosures in line with these recommendations in the next five years.

Chapter 3, Key Challenges and Solutions for Mobilizing Private Finance for the Low-Carbon Transition, outlines five barriers that need to be overcome through partnerships across the public and private sectors (FIGURE ES-3). The opportunity for leadership by private finance across these challenges depends, in part, on the availability of risk-adjusted returns matched to investor requirements. Instances where attractive risk-return profiles already exist offer greater opportunities for private-sector leadership to scale and replicate proven investment models. In cases where commercial investments offer revenue but uncertain or higher-risk returns, the private sector may work with public finance institutions and their blended finance, risk-sharing, and pipeline development tools. In other cases, policymakers can develop regulatory frameworks and incentives that unlock private-sector investment in low-carbon solutions.

Challenges 1 to 4 focus on links between the financial sector and the real economy, including assets, projects, and non-financial companies. Challenge 5 focuses on practices within the financial sector. Proposed solutions to each challenge are organized by actions that can be taken by private finance, public finance, and public policy, and are supported by case studies showcasing the progress already under way.

FIGURE ES-3:
Challenges and solutions to mobilize private finance in support of the low-carbon transition

1. **Challenge:** Proven investment models are not replicated at scale
   **Solution:** Opportunity for Private Finance to show leadership

2. **Challenge:** Risks in emerging markets constrain low-carbon investments
   **Solution:** Key role for Public Finance and Policymakers to mitigate risk for private investment

3. **Challenge:** Many low-carbon investments in key emitting sectors are not yet profitable
   **Solution:** Policymakers must lay the groundwork before private investment is feasible

4. **Challenge:** The transition from carbon-intensive business models may create financial and social risk
   **Solution:** Public Finance and Policymakers can help manage orderly and just transitions

5. **Challenge:** A lack of tools and incentives to align portfolios with a low-carbon future
   **Solution:** Private Finance can develop frameworks to align financial decision-making with well-below 2°C pathways

---

9 BNEF, Sustainable Debt database.
Despite progress in clean energy investment, investor appetite for clean energy projects often exceeds the volume of investment opportunities. Renewable energy capacity additions have stagnated in some mature markets with a track record of solar and wind deployment. In part, this stagnation is due to policy reversals or uncertainty, which undermine the stable revenue models that support clean energy investment. Development of new coal-fired power plants continues even in markets where low-carbon alternatives are already cost-competitive, particularly in emerging markets with rapidly growing power demand.\(^{12}\)

**Key solutions to Challenge 1**

**Private Finance**

Where the enabling regulatory frameworks exist, large electricity consumers can enter into power purchase agreements (PPAs) with project developers and utilities, especially where clean energy can deliver electricity at a lower cost than power procured from the grid. Depending on regulation, the electricity can be generated on site, delivered via the grid, or procured through a virtual PPA.

The securitization of clean energy project debt in bonds can also allow developers to access capital markets for long-tenor, fixed-rate financing and expand funding opportunities beyond the use of non-recourse loans. Given investors’ strong appetite for low-carbon investment opportunities, these financial products can continue to be scaled.

**Public Finance**

Public budgets can continue to play a central role in clean energy deployment by guaranteeing revenues, especially in new markets and for newer technologies. Revenue security plays a decisive role in making clean technologies more attractive than carbon-intensive alternatives and providing investors with the confidence to deploy capital over longer periods.

**Public Policy**

Governments can set ambitious long-term targets for decarbonizing the energy sector, supported by short- to medium-term procurement goals for clean energy and stable enabling investment frameworks. Governments can also review permitting and litigation rules to help minimize project delivery times and avoid cancellations.

Note: Full explanation of challenge and solution can be found on page 38.

Challenge 2: Risks in emerging markets constrain low-carbon investments

The recent rise of clean energy investment — both public and private — is highly concentrated in high-income countries, China, and a select group of fast-growing economies. Despite rapidly increasing energy demand, other emerging markets have struggled to attract capital for clean energy projects — even in cases where wind and solar may be more competitive than fossil fuels. This lack of investment is due to several factors, including country- and project-specific risks, a lack of policies and regulations to support clean energy markets, underdeveloped local capital markets, and the absence of experienced project developers and value chains. Such factors can deter investment or significantly raise risks for investors compared with advanced markets. The resulting increase in the cost of capital disproportionately affects capital-intensive investments such as renewable energy projects.

Key solutions to Challenge 2

**Private Finance**

In addition to providing asset financing where enabling conditions permit, international equity and debt providers can invest in or partner with local developers or other companies along the value chain. Investing in developers, rather than projects, can also offer higher returns and earlier stage access to growth markets. Private-sector organizations can also communicate clear guidelines for factors that make projects more appealing to investors, such as the CFLI Investment Readiness Guidelines (Appendix 1).

**Public Finance**

Development finance institutions (DFIs) can be critical for opening new markets and sectors to private investment by establishing a track record for investment, facilitating the regulatory change needed for commercial investment, and supporting project pipeline development through project preparation facilities. In more mature markets and sectors, DFIs can unlock more capital by partnering with banks and asset managers to co-finance projects and developing fixed income and structured finance products for other institutional investors. In instances where commercial opportunities do not exist, DFIs can leverage private investment through risk-sharing tools, such as guarantees and political risk insurance, and their ability to source and coordinate catalytic finance from donors and third parties.

**Public Policy**

Domestic policymakers can stimulate private finance flows by enhancing the general enabling environment for low-carbon investment. Clear clean energy targets, regulatory frameworks that allow privately developed clean energy projects access to the electricity grid, and at least one major policy that directly incentivizes investment, such as clean energy auctions or feed-in tariffs, are typically needed to mobilize private investment. Domestic policymakers can also take steps to improve the general investment climate, including establishing predictable and fair dispute resolution frameworks.

Policy stability is also critical. Reversals or renegotiations of PPAs, tax incentives, or other agreements — particularly in the early stages of market development — can have a long-lasting negative impact on future investor interest.

Note: Full explanation of challenge and solution can be found on page 46.
3 Challenge: Many low-carbon investments in key emitting sectors are not yet profitable

In contrast to the growing cost-competitiveness of renewable energy generation and electric vehicles, fewer viable alternatives exist in many sectors with a significant share of global emissions. These sectors include heavy industry (18% of emissions), heavy-duty transport (13% of emissions), and agriculture, forestry, and land use (24% of emissions). In some cases, solutions for decarbonizing these sectors are technically viable but not yet economical due to high capital costs and lack of incentives or revenue models. In other cases, the necessary technologies require further development to reach commercialization.

Key solutions to Challenge 3

Private Finance

Corporations that produce steel, cement, aluminum, and other commodities can develop labeling standards for low-carbon products, helping to lay the foundation for greater demand for these goods. Through their purchasing power, corporations and end-consumers can drive demand for low-carbon materials or products, creating an incentive for suppliers to invest in emissions reduction measures.

Public Finance

Public funding can provide revenues for low-carbon investments, for example, through market-based subsidy mechanisms or other results-based finance schemes. Incentives leveraging public finance are especially attractive in markets and sectors where the introduction of fully fledged carbon markets is not yet viable or when carbon market prices are too volatile to support long-term investment.

Public Policy

The broad application of stable, long-range carbon pricing across major economies could level the playing field for trade-exposed, high-carbon industries such as steel and cement and spur more long-term investment in alternative industrial production processes. Phasing out policies like fossil fuel subsidies would also improve the economics of clean energy and efficiency. In addition, public procurement, incentive schemes, and product standards can support the development of markets for low-carbon products.

Note: Full explanation of challenge and solution can be found on page 58.

---

Challenge: The transition away from carbon-intensive business models may create financial and social risk

Many assets in the real economy are long-lived, ranging from around 15 years for cars and buses, up to 50 years for fossil fuel power plants, and 100 years or more for buildings. As a result, the financing decisions of the past can lock in carbon emissions well into the future. “Committed” emissions from existing fossil fuel–based assets in the power, industrial, and transport sectors are already incompatible with a 1.5°C trajectory. Consequently, some carbon-intensive assets will likely need to be retired early, requiring a transformation of the corporations, utilities, and communities that have historically relied on their operation.

Key solutions to Challenge 4

Private Finance

Investors and lenders can develop a wider range of financial products to support corporations that have adopted ambitious transition goals, such as transition bonds or corporate bonds linked to longer-term transition strategies. Supporting corporations in their transition can create a virtuous cycle: more money invested in clean companies can create a greater appetite for the transition — lowering financing costs and ultimately leading to more investment.

Corporations and investors can also support the just transition of communities and workers by incorporating social criteria into their investment decisions, investing in retraining programs, and recognizing the long-term value of inclusive growth.

Public Finance

Public budgets can provide direct support to communities, households, and workers affected by the transition. This support can include measures to mitigate short-term impacts, such as providing compensation, workforce development programs, and community grants to diversify local economies, while also investing in longer-term industrial transition strategies that may not generate the level of financial returns needed to attract private investment.

Public Policy

Government policy can encourage owners and operators of carbon-intensive assets to make the transition to low-carbon alternatives. For example, regulation can determine the schedule of closure of carbon-intensive assets or introduce emissions standards that increase in stringency over time. Such measures offer a path for investors to anticipate change and plan the decommissioning of carbon-intensive assets so as to avoid uncertainty for owners and operators as facilities are retired.

Note: Full explanation of challenge and solution can be found on page 69.
Challenge:
A lack of tools and incentives to align financial portfolios with a low-carbon future

Achieving net-zero emissions by mid-century will also require the financial sector to more systematically account for material climate-related information in financial decision-making. However, there is currently a lack of decision-useful information and methodologies that facilitate the integration of climate-related risks and opportunities into investment decisions. In addition, there are practical challenges, including the quantity of suitable low-carbon investments across asset classes.

Key solutions to Challenge 5

Private Finance

Organizations across the investment chain can work to incorporate climate-related risks and opportunities into governance and financial decision-making. As part of this effort, financial-sector leaders can emphasize the importance of climate-related disclosure to inform their decision-making, such as reporting in line with the recommendations of the TCFD. In addition, investors and lenders can work to more systematically align financial flows with a well-below 2°C pathway, including by partnering with corporations through investing and financing to achieve climate-related targets, transition strategies, and industry-specific transition pathways.

Credit rating agencies can routinely, consistently, and transparently integrate climate-related risks and opportunities into credit assessments. Including climate risk and transition analysis in mainstream ratings could steer private-sector capital to corporations that are best positioned in the transition to a low-carbon economy.

Public Finance

The sovereign shareholders of public and multilateral financial institutions — notably development banks, sovereign wealth funds (SWFs), and government pension funds — can lead by example by encouraging these institutions to align portfolios with well-below 2°C pathways. Multilateral development banks and DFIs are already aligning their decision-making with the Paris Agreement, while a growing number of SWFs and government pension funds plan to integrate climate-related factors into their portfolio management activities.

Public Policy

Central banks and financial regulators can continue to promote an understanding of the climate-related risks and their potential financial implications. For example, they can assess the exposure of their domestic financial systems to climate-related risks, conduct stress tests, and encourage climate-related financial disclosure.

Policymakers can also develop standards and taxonomies to increase the transparency regarding which activities are aligned with the low-carbon transition. For example, the EU Technical Expert Group on Sustainable Finance has proposed a taxonomy to define which activities are considered environmentally sustainable and plans to update this taxonomy regularly to reflect the evolution of the market and technologies.
Introduction
Introduction

Context

Unmitigated, climate change will have significant long-term impacts on people, ecosystems, and the global economy. As greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions continue to rise, increasingly severe natural disasters and chronic changes in weather patterns have the potential to weaken global economic growth, including through impacts on human health and well-being, physical assets, and returns on affected investments. Already, the physical risks of climate change have begun to materialize: extreme weather, intensified by climate change, is estimated to have driven the majority of the $470 billion in natural catastrophe losses over the past two years. These impacts have occurred with just 1°C of warming above pre-industrial levels.

Avoiding the most dangerous impacts requires rapid and substantial low-carbon transitions across all sectors and regions. The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) recently provided a vivid picture of how 1.5°C and 2°C of warming are likely to affect human populations and natural systems — with a notable escalation of economic and ecosystem impacts between these two temperature levels. The IPCC report found that achieving the 1.5°C target would require GHG emissions to decrease to net zero by 2050, necessitating far-reaching transitions across the global economy in energy, land, urban infrastructure, and industrial systems.

Recognizing the risk of delayed action, governments and regulators are increasingly committed to delivering a global response to climate change. Under the Paris Agreement, 185 countries set the objective of limiting global temperature rise to well-below 2°C. Recently, jurisdictions such as the United Kingdom and France have adopted targets to achieve net-zero emissions by 2050 and Sweden by 2045. In its first report, the Network for Greening the Financial System (NGFS) found that it is within the mandate of central banks and supervisors to ensure that the financial system is resilient to climate risks. Meanwhile, the Bank of England has incorporated climate change impacts into its supervision of banks and insurers.

“The Special Report by the IPCC unequivocally states that the world is not on track to limiting global temperature rise to 1.5°C as outlined in the Paris Agreement — and the window to achieve this is closing rapidly. We’re almost out of time. Crucially, the report tells us that time remains to limit climate change. But only if we work with unprecedented speed, fulfill the Paris Agreement, and recommit ourselves to the multilateral process.”

Patricia Espinosa, Executive Secretary of the UNFCCC, October 2018

---

18 Ibid.
In line with the call for action made by governments and regulators, the financial sector can facilitate the acceleration of an orderly low-carbon transition. This report describes how private financial institutions, in support of their clients and in partnership with the public sector, can help mobilize capital at the scale needed to deliver an orderly transition to a low-carbon economy.

The Climate Finance Leadership Initiative (CFLI)

In late 2018, United Nations Secretary-General António Guterres asked Michael R. Bloomberg, UN Special Envoy for Climate Action, to lead a private-sector initiative to “support a global mobilization of private finance in response to the challenge of climate change.”25 Senior executives of seven major private-sector institutions — Allianz Global Investors, AXA, Enel, Goldman Sachs, HSBC, Japan’s Government Pension Investment Fund (GPIF), and Macquarie — joined Bloomberg as chair in creating the Climate Finance Leadership Initiative (CFLI). These leading institutions represent a diverse span of roles in the investment value chain, including an international utility, commercial and investment banks, insurers, asset managers, and asset owners. Together, they represent trillions of dollars in financial flows, including $4.5 trillion in assets under management alone, a market capitalization of more than $500 billion, and more than $25 billion in clean energy asset finance over the last decade. Collectively, this group offers a broad perspective on the central role of private climate finance.

Scope and purpose of this report

As the international response to climate change has intensified, including through global diplomacy in the context of the UN, the importance of harnessing private-sector capital is often invoked. Informed by the deep expertise of CFLI institutions, this report offers insights into how to further mobilize private climate finance at the scale and speed needed to support an orderly and inclusive transition to a low-carbon global economy.

This report considers challenges to — and solutions for — financing the low-carbon future across both developed and emerging economies. In recognition of the opportunity to act in the near to medium term, emphasis is given to readily available and scalable solutions and technologies (see box on page 16), examples of successful low-carbon investments and transitions, and policy actions with a proven track record of attracting private-sector capital across geographies, as well as the sectors with the largest potential for global GHG emissions reductions. While the analysis focuses on climate change mitigation, the CFLI recognizes the role private finance can play in adaptation and resilience as emphasized in the concurrent work of the Global Commission on Adaptation.

The report’s three primary chapters are organized as follows:

Chapter 1, The Financial Sector’s Role in the Global Response to Climate Change, describes two key pathways for finance to support the low-carbon transition: (1) increasing low-carbon investment and (2) supporting the transition of carbon-intensive sectors. This chapter also provides a brief overview of the investment chain and the interaction of public and private institutions along it.

---

Chapter 2, Trends in Climate Finance, uses the latest available data to provide a snapshot of low-carbon investment to date, its drivers, and its constraints.

Chapter 3, Key Challenges and Solutions for Mobilizing Private Finance for the Low-Carbon Transition, describes five key challenges to mobilizing private finance and proposes potential solutions to address these challenges. Solutions are categorized according to those that can be driven by private finance and those that will require stronger partnerships among private finance, public finance, and policymakers.

Finally, the report’s Conclusion identifies three key areas for near-term and ambitious action from the private sector and calls for greater collaboration between the public and private sectors to address these critical challenges.

By sharing this perspective, the CFLI hopes to drive the solutions and greater coordination between private finance, industry, public finance, and policymakers that will be necessary to realize the opportunities of a timely and orderly transition to a low-carbon economy.

Financing a future that delivers climate goals

In its 2018 Special Report, the IPCC reviewed 90 scenarios that would limit average global temperature rise to 1.5°C. While these potential pathways present various assumptions and emissions reductions solutions, they typically share several key aspects. First, global emissions decline to net zero by around 2050, with anthropogenic GHG emissions reduced significantly and the remainder balanced globally by GHG emissions removal, such as through carbon sinks. Second, all pathways require substantial changes in the energy system, including the following:

1. A significant increase in the use of renewable energy;
2. A decrease in energy demand through measures such as energy efficiency;
3. The electrification of energy end-use;
4. An increase in the use of nuclear energy and carbon capture and storage (CCS);
5. A decline in coal-fired power to nearly zero by 2050; and
6. The use of carbon dioxide (CO₂) removal.

Although many potential pathways to a 1.5°C goal exist, this report focuses primarily on measures that can accelerate the transition to a low-carbon economy in the near to medium term across the power, transport, industrial, buildings, and land-use sectors. These measures include dramatically increasing renewable energy deployment, increasing electrification, and reducing coal-fired power. This report also highlights demand-side actions that can act as powerful drivers of emissions reductions, such as the more efficient use of energy or the demand from consumers to purchase more sustainable products. Together, if scaled, these approaches could substantially reduce global emissions over the next 10 to 15 years.

However, in the long term, this report recognizes that achieving net-zero emissions will require supporting innovative solutions through more research and development (R&D) and the creation of revenue models that can support technologies and processes that are currently not commercially viable. Such solutions will likely include a mix of hydrogen, retrofitting industrial processes with CCS, and commercializing CO₂ removal technologies.

27 Nuclear is not included within the scope of this report due to challenges related to its current cost, social acceptance, and environmental impact.
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Chapter 1: The Financial Sector’s Role in the Global Response to Climate Change

This chapter outlines the role of the financial sector as a critical enabler of the low-carbon transition in the real economy and outlines the ways in which the financial system can support transitions across key sectors and regions.

Finance as an enabler of the low-carbon transition

“Climate finance” refers to the deployment of financial solutions to support activities to reduce GHG emissions and adapt to the impacts of climate change. To date, the policy discourse and resulting analytic work around climate finance have focused largely on increasing the volume and efficiency of financial flows to low-carbon solutions. This focus is embodied in numerous multilateral climate agreements and decisions, notably the commitment of developed countries to mobilize $100 billion per year from the public and private sectors by 2020 to support climate change mitigation and adaptation in developing economies.28

While scaling financial flows to low-carbon alternatives is an important element of the transition, it represents only part of the answer. Reducing emissions to net zero will require a holistic approach that also supports the transition of existing carbon-intensive sectors (FIGURE 1).29

The private sector and the broader financial system play a key role in supporting both pathways through their engagement with the real economy through financing, investment, and management of investment portfolios and loan books.

FIGURE 1: Two key pathways for finance to support the low-carbon transition

Source: CFLI. Note: Stylized asset value and transition trajectory.

Accelerating new low-carbon investment

Investment in low-carbon solutions is growing worldwide — but not at the pace required. In response to a rapid decline in the cost and technology risk of clean energy, cumulative clean energy investment reached $3.7 trillion between 2004 and 2018. However, energy demand has grown at a faster rate than renewable energy supply: in 2018, increased use of renewables avoided 214 Mt of CO₂ emissions — a significant, yet insufficient, amount in light of the 1.25 Gt of new energy-sector emissions attributed to faster economic growth. This growing demand has led to the build-out of fossil fuel–based power. Growth in coal generation delivered the largest share of additional demand for electricity over the last decade (FIGURE 2), and oil products continue to meet the vast majority of the increase in demand in the transport sector. The key indicator for climate change mitigation — global emissions — remains on an upward trajectory.

Low-carbon investment has flowed unevenly across regions and sectors. The risks of investing in certain locations and technologies are often considered too high or the returns insufficient. Excluding China, emerging markets generated about one-quarter of global gross domestic product (GDP) but attracted only 13% of low-carbon investment over the last decade. The lowest-income countries, where investment risks are particularly high, saw only 0.1% of total clean energy investment between 2009 and 2018. In addition, in certain high-emitting sectors, such as heavy industry, heavy-duty transport, or agriculture, commercial investment in low-carbon alternatives has yet to scale.

Supporting the transition of carbon-intensive sectors

Supporting the attainment of climate targets means transitioning sectors that are currently carbon-intensive, not abandoning them. Reducing emissions in the real economy will involve both the transition of assets (i.e., how they are retired or retrofitted) and supporting the transition of the corporations, utilities, and communities that have relied on their operation. The financial sector, taking a balanced perspective of physical risk, transition risk, and opportunity, can play a key role in managing this process in an orderly fashion.

The most significant opportunity to assist the transition of carbon-intensive sectors is likely to be in industrialized economies and China.

---

30 BNEF, Global Clean Energy Investment database.
34 BNEF, Global Clean Energy Investment database.
35 Ibid.
These countries accounted for about 70% of global emissions in 2017 and house the majority of legacy carbon-intensive assets. Many of these long-lived assets, including power plants, industrial facilities, and vehicles, may depreciate and cycle off balance sheets at a rate that is incompatible with global temperature goals. Consequently, in markets saturated with existing carbon-intensive infrastructure, assets would need to be retired to create opportunities for new low-carbon investment. In other cases, such as with inefficient housing stock, the opportunity may be to upgrade rather than replace existing infrastructure with the help of innovative financing solutions.

Corporations — not just the physical assets they build, own, or manage — face the challenge of adapting business models in the transition from a high- to low-carbon economy. While this shift will create opportunities for new products, markets, and corporate renewal, it will also likely require significant capital. Financial institutions, through their lending, investments, and facilitation, can help support businesses in implementing transition strategies.

Roles in the investment chain

The financial services sector — a diverse array of private institutions performing functions across the investment chain — serves as a vital partner for private industry and government in the transition to a low-carbon global economy. This section highlights the varied roles, risk-return profiles, and constraints of different types of private institutions. It also illustrates the interactions between institutions and the factors that influence their decision-making (FIGURE 3). As a prelude to the full discussion of challenges and solutions that follows, this section aims to provide insight into the mechanics of how private-sector capital influences changes in the real economy.

Private-sector institutions in the investment chain

Corporations and project developers

Invest in assets in the real economy. Project developers, whose businesses typically focus on the development of new assets, often take on development risks and then source additional finance to build assets. While project developers sometimes continue to own and operate projects, more often they look to sell these assets to other investors, thus helping free up capital for other projects. Corporations build, own, and/or operate assets, often continuing to make decisions about an asset’s operations throughout its lifetime.

Levers of capital allocation: Project developers typically obtain financing on a project-by-project basis (also known as “asset finance”), often through bank loans but sometimes through project bonds. The availability of asset finance depends more on the risk-return characteristics of the project than on the state of the developer’s balance sheet.

Corporations can finance projects in two ways: through cash in hand, usually from retained earnings, or with financing from the financial sector. Smaller corporations can usually only access bank loans, whereas larger corporations can also issue bonds or new equity. The cost of financing depends on many factors, including the corporation’s creditworthiness and its relationship to its financing partners. Corporations aim to make a profit for their owners while complying with any relevant regulations. Because most corporate finance, like bond issuance, is general purpose, corporations have flexibility in deciding how to invest. For instance, some decisions may prioritize short-term profits, while others may entail larger investments that may create short-term losses with the expectation of greater returns in the future.
Commercial and investment banks play a central role within the financial system, acting both as providers of capital and as financial intermediaries. Commercial banks can lend directly to projects or to corporations. Their portfolios are essentially their loan books, or the outstanding loans owed to the bank. Investment banks, which can be part of larger financial institutions or stand-alone entities, also act as intermediaries between investors and corporations or project developers by underwriting bonds or equity offerings. Investment banks may also be trading houses in bonds, currencies, equities, derivatives, commodities, and other financial products.

Levers of capital allocation: Banks are for-profit enterprises seeking to make a return for their shareholders, subject to complying with regulations. Although their lending and underwriting decisions mainly depend on the creditworthiness or bankability of a firm or project, they can also be influenced by regulatory capital requirements. Regulators require banks to hold a certain proportion of equity in relation to their total risk-weighted assets. In particular, regulators require more capital to be held against asset classes and business lines that they consider risky.

Asset managers are intermediaries who manage other organizations’ and individuals’ investments. They can range from small specialized firms (such as ones focused solely on clean energy) to large institutions that manage trillions of dollars across all asset classes and geographies. A large share of asset manager activities involves buying and selling pre-existing financial assets, such as bonds and equities. However, some asset managers invest directly in assets in the real economy, such as infrastructure (e.g., toll roads, airports, power plants, or pipelines) or real estate.

Levers of capital allocation: Asset managers have a legal obligation to act in their clients’ interests and in accordance with “fiduciary duty,” which is, however, defined and interpreted differently across regions and financial institutions. Beyond the influence of client preferences and regulation, asset managers typically reach smaller institutions or retail clients through fund structures for which asset managers themselves choose the investment approach.

Asset owners include institutional investors such as endowments, family offices, foundations, pension funds, insurers, or sovereign wealth funds (SWFs). Many asset owners delegate large portions of their portfolios to asset managers or invest them in passive index-tracking funds. While their functional activities are often similar to those of asset managers, asset owners may have longer investment horizons (e.g., 40 to 50 years for pension funds, reflecting the need for long-term income for their beneficiaries).

Levers of capital allocation: Most asset owners seek to optimize returns over the long term without taking undue risk. However, decisions on how to allocate capital vary between types of asset owners, depending on their investment horizon, risk tolerance, and regulatory constraints. For example, governments may influence the investment priorities of SWFs and public pension funds.

Other private-sector entities influencing the investment chain

Credit rating agencies evaluate the likelihood of an organization or project being able to pay back debt and distill this analysis into a rating on a scale from least to most creditworthy. These ratings are widely used to inform investors’ allocations, as ratings are a standard input into
assessment of the credit quality of investments. Many types of institutional investors, including pension funds, have investment policies that stipulate that they cannot invest assets rated below “investment-grade.”

Growing interest from investors in factoring environmental (including climate), social, and governance (ESG) factors into their investment decisions has given rise to **ESG rating agencies**. These agencies can range from stand-alone entities to arms of larger index providers or credit rating agencies and rank companies according to specific ESG criteria. This information can help investors inform their decisions directly, or it can be integrated into financial products such as indices or bonds. As there is no standard method or set of criteria for determining ESG ratings, scores can be inconsistent across agencies.

**Index providers** influence the allocation of asset owners’ capital by constructing investable indices that passive funds track and active funds use to benchmark performance. Although indices are constructed by committees that receive input from investors, index providers often retain significant autonomy in determining index composition.

Finally, **insurers** underwrite certain risks to assets and corporations, for example, liability risk, business interruption risk, and damage risk (e.g., from natural hazards or human-caused damage, such as vandalism or theft). They guarantee to pay out in case of losses in exchange for an annual premium. Accordingly, they play a vital role in reducing the risk of certain investments.

**Public-sector actors influencing the investment chain**

**National governments** set public policies that establish the frameworks, conditions, and priorities for investments. For example, policymakers can set sectoral standards to drive investments in a particular direction, or they can establish the necessary legal framework for low-carbon investments to generate revenues. Policies are also often supported by **public budgets**. Public subsidies can make projects investable where costs or uncertainty would otherwise be too high, and they can also be used to support early-stage R&D for new technologies.

**Development finance institutions (DFIs)** are government development agencies or the private-sector arms of multilateral development banks (MDBs). DFIs work to advance sustainable economic development in emerging economies by providing equity, long-term finance, risk mitigation, and other tools that stimulate investment in development. DFIs operate as public-sector, mission-driven investment banks and are mandated to be financially self-sufficient. Therefore, they apply market-driven commercial principles, along with impact measurement and monitoring. DFIs are often the principal source of asset finance in emerging markets and play an important role in opening up new markets for private investment and establishing investment-friendly market standards.

**Central banks and financial regulators** oversee the financial system. The core job of a central bank is the use of monetary policy (including through interest rates and as a lender of last resort to private banks) to manage macroeconomic conditions — primarily inflation and employment. They typically are also responsible for limiting systemic financial risk, including through macroprudential regulation. In addition, central banks often supervise individual banks, although in some countries, this task is delegated to a separate financial regulatory agency. In some jurisdictions, different parts of the financial system are governed by separate authorities.
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38 Ratings have letter designations, which represent the quality of an asset. The rating agencies S&P and Fitch assign ratings of AAA, AA, A, BBB, BB, B, CCC, CC, C, and D, whereas Moody’s uses a slightly different scale of Aaa, Aa, A, Baa, Ba, B, Caa, Ca, and C. Assets rated below Baa3 or BBB- are considered to be below “investment-grade.”

system, such as insurers and pension funds, may be subject to industry-specific regulation. Typically, the main goals of regulation are to ensure the stability of the financial system, the solvency of individual firms, and the protection of retail customers.

Engaging the investment chain

To those unfamiliar with its workings, the financial sector can seem like a complex system of differentiated firms in a state of constant change. Financial services companies each have tools at their disposal but also face important constraints driven by shareholder mandates and regulations. Yet, because of its essential role in facilitating the evolution of modern economies, engaging with the financial sector with an understanding of the investment chain can facilitate the partnerships needed to accelerate progress in the low-carbon transition.

“[Accomplishing the Paris Agreement] won’t happen without private capital and underlines why aligning the world’s financial system with the needs of climate action and sustainable development is every bit as important as emission-reduction pathways and removing fossil fuel subsidies.”

Agustín Carstens, General Manager of the Bank of International Settlements and Patricia Espinosa, Executive Secretary of the UNFCCC, September 2016
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This chapter charts the dynamic evolution of climate finance both in the real economy and within the financial sector. While global investment in clean energy and electrified transportation has increased significantly, low-carbon investment in other sectors is still lagging. The financial sector is responding to the climate challenge by expanding the range of available green financial products and services and by beginning to mainstream climate considerations into its financial decision-making.

Clean energy investment is growing rapidly, but a significant gap remains

Due to rapidly increasing investment levels, wind and solar energy collectively are the largest source of new power generation globally today. Clean energy investment grew from around $60 billion in 2004 to an average of $311 billion per year over the last decade, with solar and wind accounting for the dominant share (FIGURE 4). Technology innovation, paired with economies of scale in manufacturing, has driven a sharp decline in generation costs (FIGURE 5). Consequently, although the absolute level of financial investment in solar and wind has recently stabilized, the corresponding amount of new capacity added to the grid continues to accelerate. Cumulative solar and wind capacity installed worldwide exceeded 1TW in 2018 — roughly the size of the entire power system of the United States. As a result of this investment boom, renewable energy and energy efficiency together are currently the most significant drivers of GHG emissions abatement worldwide.

National policy incentives have been essential to unlocking most clean energy investment to date. The most successful of these incentives provide revenue security to clean energy projects, typically
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40 Unless stated otherwise, “clean energy investment” refers to investment in solar, wind, biomass, geothermal, marine electricity generation, and biofuels production facilities, as well as in energy-smart technologies, which include smart grids, demand response, and energy storage.
41 BNEF, Capacity & Generation database.
42 BNEF, Global Clean Energy Investment database.
44 BNEF, Capacity & Generation database.
In a very short period, new wind and solar have become more cost-competitive than coal in most of the world. Provided there is sufficient revenue certainty and policy stability, developers can now deliver lower-cost electricity using mainstream renewables than can coal-fired technologies on a levelized cost basis.\(^{47}\) Figure 6 illustrates how quickly the cost of solar electricity has decreased relative to the cost of coal and does not factor in the environmental externalities of coal.

Private financial institutions have responded to the attractive risk-adjusted returns offered by renewable energy by deploying hundreds of billions of dollars in equity and debt. Most of this investment has been provided by private investors in the form of clean energy project finance (Figure 7).\(^{48}\) The secondary market for clean energy projects under development or
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\(^{46}\) BNEF, Prices, Tariffs & Auctions database.


\(^{48}\) Refers to the new-build financing of renewable energy generating projects as well as smart metering and energy storage projects. Projects may be financed off an owner’s balance sheet or through financing mechanisms such as project finance, syndicated equity from institutional investors, or project bonds underwritten by banks.
already commissioned has also grown steadily — an important sign of maturity. For example, acquisition activity for commissioned solar PV projects increased from 337MW in 2009 to 12.6GW in 2018. 49

The impressive rate of growth in renewables is offset by their still-modest share of global energy supply. Coal retains the largest share of global power generation, with 37% in 2018 compared with 7% for wind and solar (although note that when combined with all other carbon-free sources, including hydro and nuclear, zero-carbon electricity accounted for 36%). 51 The IPCC estimates that annual investments in clean energy and energy efficiency would need to increase by a factor of six by 2050 compared with 2015 levels to limit warming to 1.5°C. 52

Clean energy investment is not flowing to emerging markets at scale

Emerging markets have become some of the leading markets for clean energy investment. Over the past five years, India, Mexico, Chile, Brazil, Pakistan, Thailand, and Jordan have ranked in the 20 largest solar and wind markets (TABLE 1). Common market success factors include a comprehensive and transparent set of clean energy policies, access to quality, low-cost technologies, and mobilization of public finance. National development banks have often played a key role in opening these markets to private clean energy investment by leading on financial structuring, offering co-investment, and partnering with national policymakers to promote favorable domestic policies and regulations.

TABLE 1: Emerging markets in top 20 of 2014–2018 clean energy investment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Investment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. China</td>
<td>$272.8bn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. India</td>
<td>$30.0bn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Mexico</td>
<td>$5.9bn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Chile</td>
<td>$4.6bn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Brazil</td>
<td>$4.4bn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16. Pakistan</td>
<td>$3.5bn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17. Thailand</td>
<td>$3.4bn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19. Jordan</td>
<td>$3.1bn</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: BNEF.
However, advanced economies and China continue to dominate global clean energy investment (FIGURE 8). Many emerging markets that have successfully attracted investor interest in other sectors of their economies, such as Indonesia, Saudi Arabia, and Nigeria, have yet to attract similar interest for clean energy due to a lack of enabling policy.\(^53,54\)

FIGURE 8: Clean energy investment by country income group

In the context of all private investment in clean energy worldwide, FIGURE 9 shows the tiny share of such flows moving from advanced economies to emerging markets other than China.

Many lower-income economies remain dependent on public-sector financing to drive clean energy growth. As a share of total clean energy asset finance, lower-income nations are more reliant on public finance institutions (FIGURE 10).

FIGURE 9: Global clean power asset finance and clean power asset finance from high-income countries to emerging markets (excluding China)\(^55\)

FIGURE 10: Share of cross-border clean energy asset finance by DFIs across country income groups

\(^{54}\) BNEF, Saudi Arabia country profile.
\(^{55}\) Chinese data is not included due to lack of information on investor origin.
A combination of market risks, incomplete policy support for clean energy, and underdeveloped project pipelines often dampens interest from private investors. As emphasized throughout this report, strong partnerships between public and private institutions will be especially critical to supporting low-carbon growth in lower-income countries.

Low-carbon investment in sectors beyond power is growing but needs to scale

Transportation has seen robust growth in low-carbon investment due to financial incentives, declining battery costs, and policy mandates. A combination of policy drivers, including increasingly stringent air pollution and fuel economy standards, has ignited a global shift toward electric vehicles (EVs). Sales of passenger EVs, including plug-in hybrid vehicles and battery-EVs, increased from just 38,000 in 2011 to almost 2 million in 2018 (FIGURE 11).\(^{56}\) A growing number of major markets such as the UK and France have announced that they will ban the sale of internal combustion vehicles altogether after a certain date.\(^{57}\) Beyond light-duty vehicles, urban bus fleets around the world are on track to electrify beyond 30% in Europe and the U.S., and almost 70% in China as early as 2030 (FIGURE 12).\(^{58}\)

**The evolving economics of EVs will help accelerate the transition already under way.** Car manufacturers have already committed to invest $141 billion in electrification (FIGURE 13), while economies of scale are reducing manufacturing costs. Rising R&D and manufacturing capacity for lithium-ion batteries helped decrease per-unit costs by 85% between 2010 and 2018.\(^{59}\) The combined growth in battery demand from the transport, power, and consumer electronics sectors is poised to drive battery costs down further. The average lithium-ion battery pack price is expected to fall below $100/kWh
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56 BNEF, Electric Vehicles database.


by 2024, down from $176/kWh in 2018, and $1,160/kWh in 2010. Robust investments in EV-charging infrastructure — enabled by policy incentives — and the falling price of electricity also increase the attractiveness of EVs. As these trends continue to accelerate, battery-EVs are expected to reach cost parity with conventional internal combustion vehicles as early as 2022 in some markets, which could, in turn, drive more ambitious policy mandates for vehicle electrification.

New business models and financing mechanisms have facilitated energy efficiency investments in the building and industrial sectors. Although energy efficiency measures typically result in overall savings, high up-front costs can create disincentives for their adoption. Energy service companies (ESCOs) help overcome this barrier by covering the up-front cost of efficiency investments, allowing consumers to pay back this cost over time through energy savings. In 2017, the value of the ESCO market had grown to $28.6 billion, with the majority of projects occurring in the commercial buildings and industrial sectors. The U.S. Property Assessed Clean Energy (PACE) program, a financing mechanism that similarly allows for a longer-term repayment of energy efficiency measures, has mobilized more than $800 million for commercial upgrades in the U.S. and $5 billion for energy efficiency and renewable energy projects in the residential sector.

Despite faster sales of new EVs, annual transportation emissions will evolve more slowly. EV sales still accounted for a fraction of the 87 million passenger vehicles sold globally in 2018. Although their share of new car sales is projected to increase to 30% in 2030 and 57% in 2040, EVs will account for just 9% and 30% of all passenger vehicles on the road in 2030 and 2040, respectively. Other measures would be needed to accelerate turnover of the passenger vehicle fleet, for example, the “cash for clunkers” program that incentivized U.S. car owners to trade in older vehicles for more fuel-efficient alternatives.

**FIGURE 13: Announced investment in vehicle electrification by select automakers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$ billion</th>
<th>$ billion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Volkswagen</td>
<td>51.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hyundai-Kia</td>
<td>21.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changan</td>
<td>15.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daimler</td>
<td>13.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ford</td>
<td>11.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FCA</td>
<td>11.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nissan-DFL</td>
<td>9.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAIC</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAIC</td>
<td>2.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


The industrial and land-use sectors, including agriculture, have yet to draw significant low-carbon investment. In 2018, only 2% and 10% of green bond proceeds were earmarked for low-carbon projects in the industrial and land-use sectors, respectively. Concurrently, heavy industry, heavy-duty transport, and land use contribute more than 50% of global annual emissions, with their emissions projected to grow as other parts of the economy, such as the power and buildings sectors and light-duty transport, become increasingly decarbonized.
Low-carbon production processes in energy-intensive sectors, such as steel, cement, and aluminum, have yet to become commercially viable. Factors limiting progress include the significant undepreciated value of high-carbon assets, the reluctance of governments to enforce emissions reductions regulations perceived to undermine the international competitiveness of local industry, and the use of exemptions and subsidies to soften the impact of climate policies. For example, under the European Union Emissions Trading Scheme (EU ETS), the manufacturing sector has received a share of its emission allowances for free, while entities in the power sector have to purchase allowances through auctions. It is therefore notable that, while overall emissions in the EU fell 22% between 1990 and 2017, emissions increased slightly by 0.6% between 2016 and 2017, mainly from transport and industry.

Several initiatives have recently emerged to drive emissions reductions in international sectors, such as aviation. Notable initiatives working to drive emissions reductions involve collaboration across public and private sectors to uphold international standards and develop global frameworks. For instance, the absence of a zero-carbon equivalent jet fuel, essential for decarbonizing long-haul flights, has made the aviation sector, which is responsible for 2% of global GHG emissions, particularly hard to abate. As a result, the International Air Transport Association (IATA), the main industry association for airlines, adopted a carbon-neutral growth goal for 2020, which it will strive to achieve through advancing new technology, improving aircraft efficiency, improving infrastructure, and offsetting emissions.

To support offsetting, the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO), the UN agency for aviation, adopted the Carbon Offsetting and Reduction Scheme (CORSIA). This program, beginning as voluntary to minimize market distortion, will eventually require member states to use emissions units from the carbon market to offset CO₂ emissions that cannot be reduced through sustainable aviation fuels and technological and operational improvements.

Green finance is increasing, but its scope remains narrow

Investor appetite for green financial products has grown quickly but remains concentrated in tightly defined green bonds. The issuance of explicitly “green” or “sustainable” debt has grown from around $1 billion in 2009 to more than $260 billion in 2018 (FIGURE 14). The issuer
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69 European Commission. Allocation to Industrial Installations.  
70 European Commission. Progress Made in Cutting Emissions.  
73 IATA, Climate Change.  
74 ICAO, “Carbon Offsetting and Reduction Scheme for International Aviation (CORSIA) — Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs),” updated as of 8 February 2019.
base of green bonds, which accounted for more than 70% of 2018 activity, has expanded rapidly beyond MDBs, which first issued green bonds, to include national and subnational governments as well as a broad spectrum of private-sector institutions, including utilities, corporations, and financial institutions.\(^\text{75}\)

Green bonds issued to date have predominantly taken the form of “use of proceeds” bonds, in which money raised is earmarked for development of specific green assets. Use of proceeds green bonds can be backed by a single project or an aggregation of projects through asset-backed securities (ABS) and have mainly financed portfolios of clean energy and energy efficiency projects.\(^\text{76}\) Nearly all issuers abide by voluntary frameworks, such as the Green Bond Principles, which specify eligible categories of projects and involve committing to reporting on the use of proceeds.\(^\text{77}\) Most issuers also seek third-party verification from specialist or rating agencies that further confirm the environmental credentials of green bond issuances. These frameworks and assessments provide transparent assurance to investors about how their investments support low-carbon activities.

However, the rigor around standards for use of proceeds green bonds can also constrain their effectiveness in supporting the low-carbon transition. Green bonds, as currently defined in accepted standards, may not be able to support the complex corporate transformations that will be required in the low-carbon transition. For example, a power utility will typically use a combination of measures to meet its emissions reductions investments, such as increasing renewable energy capacity, improving efficiency, enhancing grid operations, decommissioning fossil fuel plants, and even shifting from coal to gas.

Corporate lending accounts for the other major category of green financing through capital markets. This market has grown quickly, with a record of $34.7 billion in sustainability-linked loans and $6.8 billion in green loans issued in 2018 from close to none in 2016.\(^\text{78}\) Unlike bonds, which have a fixed coupon, sustainability-linked or green loans, typically provided by banks, offer a built-in incentive with a changing interest rate that rewards or penalizes organizations based on their sustainability objectives or performance — usually at the level of the whole organization rather than a specific project. One recent example of a green loan is a €1 billion revolving credit facility from a consortium of banks to Royal DSM, a Dutch health care corporation, where the interest rate is linked to its GHG efficiency, its energy efficiency, and the proportion of energy it sources from renewables.\(^\text{79}\)

Climate is increasingly becoming mainstream for the financial sector and regulation

Private finance institutions have started factoring climate into their decision-making. As of September 2019, more than 830 organizations

> “We need to take action, and we cannot and will not do this alone. We will globally cooperate with policymakers, the financial sector, academia, and other stakeholders to distill best practices in addressing climate-related risks.”

Frank Elderson, Chair of the NGFS and De Nederlandsche Bank, April 2019

\(^{75}\) BNEF, Sustainable Debt database.


\(^{78}\) BNEF, Sustainable Debt database.

have expressed their support for the Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures (TCFD), a private sector–led taskforce established by the Financial Stability Board to help identify the information needed to assess and price climate-related risks and opportunities. Many TCFD supporters plan to enhance their climate-related disclosure within the next five years, helping increase the availability of climate-related information to investors, lenders, and insurers. More than 340 investors with nearly $34 trillion in assets under management (AUM) have committed to engage the world’s largest corporate GHG emitters to implement the TCFD recommendations as part of the Climate Action 100+ initiative. In addition, several financial institutions have committed to work toward aligning their loan books or portfolios with a well-below 2°C trajectory, recognizing the role of finance in supporting the low-carbon transition.

Beyond individual institutions, climate change is also increasingly factored into financial supervision as regulators acknowledge the risks climate change poses to financial stability. As of September 2019, more than 42 central banks and financial regulators from countries representing 44% of global GDP and two-thirds of global systemically important banks and insurers have joined the Network for Greening the Financial System (NGFS). In April 2019, the NGFS recommended that climate risks be integrated into both financial stability monitoring and supervision of individual institutions. In some first-mover jurisdictions, regulators are already taking up these recommendations. Since 2015, even before the NGFS recommendations were published, Article 173 of France’s Energy Transition Law has required institutional investors to report on how they incorporate ESG criteria, especially climate, into their investment policies. In April 2019, the Bank of England issued a supervisory statement calling for UK banks and insurers to embed climate risks in corporate governance and risk management practices, as well as to improve climate-related disclosure.

Some financial regulations have also created opportunities to finance the low-carbon transition. The EU has embarked on an effort to regulate various parts of the sustainable finance and is considering requiring asset managers to disclose their ESG integration. For banks, the EU is also considering a “green supporting factor” to alleviate capital requirements for green investments. It is also establishing a comprehensive taxonomy to define which activities are considered environmentally sustainable. In June 2019, a Technical Expert Group on Sustainable Finance appointed by the European Commission published a draft report outlining sustainable criteria by sector and subsector. The EU report is likely to form the basis for legal requirements on green finance in the future.
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This chapter describes five overarching challenges to mobilizing climate finance from a private finance perspective and the collaborative solutions needed to address them (FIGURE 15). These challenges address the need to facilitate greater low-carbon investment (Challenges 1, 2, and 3) while supporting the transition of carbon-intensive sectors (Challenge 4). Challenge 5, which relates to both objectives, describes the systematic adjustments the financial sector can make to better facilitate an ambitious and orderly transition.

The opportunity for leadership by private finance across these challenges depends, in part, on the availability of risk-adjusted returns matched to investor requirements. Instances where attractive risk-return ratios already exist (i.e., on the left side of the spectrum in FIGURE 15) offer greater opportunities for private-sector leadership to scale and replicate proven investment models.

In cases where commercial investments offer revenue but uncertain or higher-risk returns, the private sector may work with public finance institutions and their blended finance, risk-sharing, and pipeline development tools. In still other cases, policymakers can develop regulatory frameworks and incentives that unlock private-sector investment in low-carbon solutions.

**FIGURE 15:** Challenges and solutions to mobilize private finance in support of the low-carbon transition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Challenge</th>
<th>Solution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Proven investment models are not replicated at scale</td>
<td>Opportunity for Private Finance to show leadership</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Risks in emerging markets constrain low-carbon investments</td>
<td>Key role for Public Finance and Policymakers to mitigate risk for private investment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Many low-carbon investments in key emitting sectors are not yet profitable</td>
<td>Policymakers must lay the groundwork before private investment is feasible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. The transition from carbon-intensive business models may create financial and social risk</td>
<td>Public Finance and Policymakers can help manage orderly and just transitions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. A lack of tools and incentives to align portfolios with a low-carbon future</td>
<td>Private Finance can develop frameworks to align financial decision-making with well-below 2°C pathways</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: CFLI.
The solutions presented for each challenge, therefore, offer space for collaboration among private finance, public finance institutions, and policymakers (FIGURE 16). These solutions, while not intended to be comprehensive, highlight actionable opportunities to support the scale and acceleration needed to help limit global warming to well-below 2°C. Case studies for each solution highlight real-world action and demonstrate that action is not only possible but also already under way in various sectors and geographies.

FIGURE 16: Categories of solutions: Private finance, public finance, and policymakers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PRIVATE FINANCE</th>
<th>Public finance solutions are those deployed by private entities on the investment chain illustrated in FIGURE 3, including corporations, project developers, banks, asset managers, and asset owners. While private finance is well positioned to play a significant role in facilitating emissions reductions, it must do so profitably. Privately financed projects and companies need to generate revenue, have risk-return profiles matched to investor requirements, and operate in conditions that are conducive to investment. The extent to which these conditions are met varies across sectors, technologies, and geographies.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PUBLIC FINANCE</td>
<td>Public finance encompasses both public finance institutions and public budgets. Public finance institutions such as DFIs can play an important role by acting as first movers in opening up new emerging markets, establishing market-based transactions structures, and preparing the ground for commercial investment to follow. Catalyzing private-sector capital is a core mandate of most DFIs, using risk-sharing tools such as partial guarantees, blended finance structures, project preparation facilities, and political risk insurance. Public budgets, on the other hand, can help improve the viability of low-carbon investments by increasing returns through subsidies and tax incentives or R&amp;D funding for new technologies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PUBLIC POLICY</td>
<td>Policymakers, whether local, national, or supranational, play a central role in guiding and supervising the transition to a low-carbon economy by setting targets, policies, technology standards, and regulations. Policy creates the structural conditions for private-sector engagement in the low-carbon transition, including the creation of frameworks to incentivize investment. Critical public policies also include creating fair, predictable, and transparent rules and processes — from broader target-setting to requirements for licensing and permitting.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Challenge:
Proven investment models are not replicated at scale

Stable price signals, whether formed by markets alone or supported by subsidies, are central to all investments in power generation. Tariffs and premiums that support clean energy generation projects have predominantly been awarded by governments, directly to project developers, or through utilities and agencies. The prospect of stable returns underpinned by subsidies or power purchase agreements (PPAs) has enabled $3.7 trillion of investments to flow into the clean energy sector between 2004 and 2018. During this time, solar and wind generation technologies have grown cost-competitive with new fossil fuel generation in most markets (FIGURE 17).

Expanding the success of stable revenue models

Despite this progress, opportunities to secure regulated revenue for projects have slowed in many mature markets with a track record of solar and wind deployment. In part, this contraction is due to policy reversals or uncertainty. In the EU, renewable capacity additions have stagnated as policymakers rolled back incentives, first as a result of greater budgetary discipline and then because some met their 2020 targets ahead of schedule. However, even as these technologies grow cost-competitive on a levelized cost basis, they remain more capital intensive than most sources of conventional generation. Due to their cost structure, which makes them sensitive to the cost of capital, and their operational constraints, renewables can face substantial risks when competing in short-term wholesale power markets. Contracts awarded through competitive auctions can provide the long-term price signals needed to reduce risks — and therefore financing costs — of delivering emissions reductions in the power sector efficiently. While most European governments have adopted auctions, policymakers can further facilitate the development of renewables by establishing a stable legislative and regulatory framework to support long-term contracts among market participants. Such frameworks could jointly support government-backed tariffs or premiums and private-sector-led PPAs.

“The biggest challenge to mobilising climate finance is not the availability of capital but the lack of a sufficiently strong pipeline of investable projects. This is why we are investing earlier in the project lifecycle, de-risking projects, and directly developing the next generation of renewable energy and climate mitigation assets.”

Shemara Wikramanayake, CEO, Macquarie, September 2019
Electricity consumers and electricity retailers, encouraged by the declining cost of renewables and their contribution to climate change mitigation, have started to stimulate new clean energy investments by procuring renewable electricity directly through corporate PPAs. These corporate PPAs lock in a price agreement for periods of a few to up to 30 years, providing project developers and banks the revenue certainty needed to invest in clean energy.

“"There is now not just growth in emerging markets [for renewables] but also for the first-time substitution of thermal generation in mature markets."

Francesco Starace, CEO, Enel, December 2018

The volume of clean power capacity contracted to corporate buyers annually has grown from around 1GW in 2013 to over 13GW in 2018 and now encompasses a broad range of corporate buyers. In 2013, the corporate PPA market was dominated by large technology companies but has since grown more mainstream among financial institutions, industrial and telecommunications companies, and smaller players. With just over 28GW of corporate PPAs signed as of June 2019, the U.S. is by far the largest market globally. However, activity is spreading to other markets, in particular those with large power consumers. For example, in July 2019, AngloAmerican, a mining group, and Enel, an international utility, signed a PPA in Chile for the supply of up to 3TWh of clean electricity annually for 10 years, which will allow the mining company to meet its energy needs in Chile fully through clean energy.

Prioritizing renewables where they can outcompete fossil fuels

The development of new coal-fired power plants continues even in markets where zero-carbon alternatives are already cost-competitive. Of the 314GW of coal pipeline in development globally as of early 2019, at least 142GW is being developed where solar, wind, nuclear, or (when available) hydro are more economical than the coal benchmark (FIGURE 18).

---

Most of this coal pipeline is located in emerging markets with growing power demand, such as China, Vietnam, and Turkey. Given the intermittency of solar and wind, investment in grid balancing services and infrastructure is often needed as their share in the electricity mix grows. However, renewables combined with peaking generation from hydro, gas, biomass, and, increasingly, storage can already outcompete coal to increase baseload in many markets.

By prioritizing clean energy wherever it can outcompete carbon-intensive alternatives, policymakers and power-sector planners can help avoid new investments in large, long-lived carbon-intensive assets.

Developing the financial products needed to scale investment

As clean energy projects have increasingly come to resemble traditional infrastructure investments rather than risky alternatives, a larger pool of investment capital has emerged. However, project developers and banks are still responsible for the majority of financial flows, accounting for more than 65% of clean energy asset finance from 2009 to 2018.

Many asset owners and managers lack dedicated renewable energy investment teams, making direct investment in renewables difficult. Even for those that do have renewable energy investment teams, the small size of renewable energy projects can dissuade some investors. Asset managers and asset owners generally prefer to allocate larger sums per transaction than the typical clean energy investment opportunity allows. Over the last 10 years, the average new clean energy project investment has hovered around $50 million. In comparison, a survey of pension funds and insurance companies suggests that a minimum asset finance deal size of $100 million is likely required for direct investment.

Governments can support this deployment by adopting more ambitious clean energy targets, providing sufficient risk-sharing support for clean energy investors, and removing regulatory bottlenecks. Even in the most mature renewable energy markets, securing licenses and permits and potential litigation can still add significant time and expense to projects and, consequently, deter private investment. For instance, in 2018 and 2019, onshore wind auctions in Germany and France were undersubscribed as project developers struggled to secure permits for their projects.

FIGURE 18: Coal pipeline distribution by country group

Coal generation-capacity pipeline in countries:

- with cheaper zero-carbon alternatives: 142GW
- where coal is the cheapest: 99GW
- with missing or incomplete cost data: 73GW

Source: BNEF, Coalswarm. Note: Reflective of the lowest-cost benchmark for coal, wind, solar, nuclear, and hydro in markets with activity and resources.

Intermittency often only becomes an issue at very localized or very high rates of penetration. However, intermittency, as well as the notion that renewables cannot provide baseload power, has often led to continued support from policymakers for fossil fuel-based generation.


BNEF, Global Clean Energy Investment database.

Ibid. Projects are often phased so that total project value may be higher. Asset finance for offshore wind projects can, however, reach several billions of dollars, making it a particularly attractive sector for large investors.

In response to this constraint, project developers and banks have used securitization and bonds to aggregate clean energy investments into financial products, achieving a scale that enables larger investors to support smaller project sizes. **FIGURE 19** highlights several ways by which investors across the investment chain can allocate capital to an example clean energy project.

For larger investors, the most common products have been green bonds. Green ABS, one type of green bond, provides institutional investors the opportunity to deploy capital to the smallest assets while allowing project developers to free up capital for new investments. ABS involves the bundling of existing financial assets into a bond, enabling investors to receive a share of the cash flows from the underlying assets. Clean energy project developers and investors have used ABS to diversify the portfolio of financing for smaller-scale, low-carbon assets, such as rooftop solar installations or energy efficiency improvements. In the U.S., for example, the PACE program has used ABS to support the long-term financing of energy efficiency improvements in residential and commercial buildings.\(^{102}\)
Key solutions summary: Opportunity for private finance to show leadership

Key solution: Direct procurement of clean power by private energy consumers

Large electricity consumers in a broad range of markets and sectors can establish PPAs with project developers and utilities, especially where clean energy can deliver electricity at a lower cost than power procured from the grid. Depending on regulation, the electricity can be generated on site, delivered by the grid, or procured through a virtual PPA.

Barriers to scaling solutions

Many markets still lack the legislative and regulatory frameworks needed for corporate PPA activity, and, in some jurisdictions, PPAs are not permitted. Some corporate PPAs rely on the grid’s transmission and distribution system operators to deliver electricity, requiring coordination with grid operators.

Project developers and debt providers may also face challenges in assessing the credit worthiness of individual corporate off-takers under PPAs, unlike in the case of feed-in tariffs and premiums that are often backed by government guarantees. Corporate PPA tenors may also be shorter than the 10- to 20-year contracts awarded by governments.

Sweden’s renewables and corporate PPA success story

Sweden is one of the leading nations in clean electricity generation. The country reached its 2020 target of 50% of final energy from renewable sources eight years early and hit its original 2030 target in 2018. The government is now aiming to reach 100% renewable energy generation by 2040. Corporate PPAs have been one of the key drivers of clean energy investment in the market, representing over 1.5GW of capacity out of total installed renewable capacity of 29.1GW as of 2018.

Corporate PPAs enable Swedish companies to lock in low, certain electricity prices. While Sweden’s current surplus of electricity production has compressed power prices, the rapid growth in EVs, closure of several nuclear plants, and planned interconnections with other nations have the potential to increase future prices. Corporate PPAs allow energy consumers to hedge against future price increases while providing clean energy investors the revenue certainty they need given currently low wholesale energy prices in Sweden.

Another key success factor in Sweden is the presence of large energy consumers, many of which use corporate PPAs to contribute to their climate targets. For example, Google, Amazon, and Facebook all have large data centers in the country and have signed PPAs for renewable energy.

The Swedish market has also seen one of the longest-tenor PPAs signed to date anywhere in the world. In July 2018, Macquarie’s Green Investment Group (GIG) and Norsk Hydro, one of the world’s largest aluminum companies, announced a 29-year PPA to support the development of a 235MW onshore wind farm valued at €270 million. This deal is only a portion of the almost 1GW of onshore wind PPAs sourced and structured by the GIG in Sweden as of June 2019.

---

108 Ibid.
Key solution: Scale sustainable financial products accessible to institutional investors

The growing success of financial products that are labeled “green” or “sustainable” demonstrates that private-sector institutions within the investment chain can work together to scale up low-carbon finance. The securitization of clean energy project debt in bonds has allowed project developers to access capital markets for long-tenor, fixed-rate financing and expanded funding opportunities beyond the use of non-recourse loans.

Barriers to scaling solutions

A critical barrier to securitization is a lack of standardized projects and the investment documentation needed to structure attractive financial products. A lack of enabling regulation and underdeveloped financial markets in many locations can also create challenges. Use of proceeds instruments, the most common type of green bond today, entail transaction costs that can limit their scalability.

Solar securitization: Bundling solar assets for institutional investors

In 2013, Goldman Sachs structured the first rated securitization of solar energy globally through its JRE Mega Solar Project Bond Trust. The bond financed $13.5 million of project debt over 20 years with a rating from the Japan Credit Rating Agency ranging from A to BBB+. The trust program has since expanded to $816,930,000.

The solar securitization market has also expanded in the U.S., where SolarCity, a solar energy company, issued $54.4 million in securities backed by solar assets and the associated contractual payments from customers. By 2018, issuance of such solar ABS in the U.S. had reached more than $2.2 billion. Most are securitizations of residential assets, e.g., rooftop solar. Bundling receivables from project developers into ABS frees up working capital and allows solar companies to invest in new installations.

Solar securitization has not been limited to industrialized countries. In late 2015, BBOXX, an off-grid solar company, closed a $500,000 deal with Oikocredit that bundled 2,500 solar leasing contracts signed by customers in Kenya. More sub-Saharan African markets are expected to turn to securitization to help meet their energy access targets in the future.

---

Key solution: Continue to support mechanisms that incentivize private investment

Particularly for new technologies and markets, public finance continues to play a central role in driving investment by providing revenue security. Lessons gathered from managing subsidy budgets for solar and wind can be applied to strategies for supporting newer technologies, such as battery storage, which will be critical for integrating intermittent renewable generation into the grid.

Barriers to scaling solutions

Subsidy bills can accrue rapidly and often require that governments develop clear funding plans to avoid situations where financing commitments made to investors become unmanageable. In markets where project developers require that PPAs be backed by a sovereign guarantee, governments may struggle to take up too many liabilities, as these can constrain their general financing capacity.

The rise and fall of Germany’s clean electricity subsidies

Germany has been a global leader in clean energy development since its government set ambitious objectives for the sector in the Energiewende program.117 Delivering the investment needed to meet Germany’s clean energy goals required substantial public finance commitments.

From 2010 to 2017, the annual renewable energy subsidy budget increased from €8.2 billion to €24.4 billion.118,119 The contribution of solar, wind, and biomass increased from 72.8TWh to 193.8TWh over a similar period.120 To increase certainty that the subsidy budget would be consistently funded, the German government introduced a renewable energy surcharge on power prices that is reviewed annually.

However, it is possible that future subsidies to new solar and wind projects may be marginal or more frequently require zero premium on the wholesale power price, as they have in a number of European offshore wind auctions.121 For example, in August 2018, no public incentive was paid to the PV projects that were procured in solar auctions because the wholesale power price never fell below the price guaranteed to PV projects.122 Consequently, many private-sector players in Germany expect the annual subsidy budget for solar and wind to reduce sharply over the coming decade as more expensive projects reach the end of their feed-in tariff contracts and newer projects require little to no subsidies aside from low-revenue guarantees.123

---

119 For 2017, see “Prognose der EEG-Umlage 2017 nach AusgliMeChW,” 14 October 2016.
120 BNEF, Country Profile: Germany.
121 Offshore wind auctions often do not just award the power price but also a fully permitted site and a grid connection funded by public finance.
Key solution: Set ambitious national clean energy goals that recognize the evolving technology landscape

Governments can set ambitious, long-term, and detailed intermediate clean energy targets that send a strong signal to the private sector. These include short- to medium-term goals for mature and cost-competitive clean energy technologies such as solar and wind. Policymakers can increase targets as technologies begin to perform better or become more competitive than initially envisioned.

Ensuring a stable policy environment, including clear permitting and land acquisition processes, is critical to preserving investor confidence. While policymakers can gradually phase out policy support schemes as technologies mature, it is critical to avoid retroactive cuts for already approved or financed projects.

Barriers to scaling solutions

Setting ambitious targets can be challenging when macroeconomic conditions and technologies are changing rapidly. Governments can be under pressure to revise incentives awarded to new low-carbon technologies in response to the need for more budgetary discipline during economic turmoil; however, such retroactive interventions lead to significant loss in investor confidence and litigation.

The EU’s comprehensive transition targets

The EU has been a leader in setting targets for its transition to a low-carbon economy. In 2009, member states set a 2020 target to cut GHG emissions by 20% against 1990 levels, reach 20% renewables in final energy consumption, and improve energy efficiency by 20%. The renewables target is divided into sectoral targets for power, heat, and transport and backed by country-level targets. The EU expects to meet this goal — renewable energy produced 17.5% of the EU energy mix in 2017.

In 2018, the EU member states reached an agreement on 2030 targets, committing to at least 40% emissions cuts against 1990 levels, 32% renewables in final energy consumption by 2030, and energy-efficiency improvement of 32.5% compared to 2007 levels. The objective of reaching net-zero emissions by 2050 is also under consideration at the EU level, following adoption of the target by several member states, including the UK and France.

The regulation supporting the 2030 objectives draws on lessons learned over the last decade. Subsidies for mature technologies must be awarded through market-based support mechanisms, e.g., clean energy auctions. Permitting for projects should be facilitated and retroactive cuts to support are explicitly forbidden, meaning that investors can rely on EU institutions — which tend to operate with greater efficiency and authority than national courts or private litigation procedures — in the case of litigation related to retroactive policy changes that affect existing contracts.

---

124 European Commission, 2020 climate & energy package.
125 Eurostat, Share of renewable energy in gross final energy consumption.
126 European Commission, 2030 climate & energy framework.
Challenge: Risks in emerging markets constrain low-carbon investments

Across the developing world, clean energy investment remains relatively low and concentrated in a few markets (Figure 20). Of the 103 countries analyzed by BNEF’s Climatescope tool, less than one-third record more than $100 million in investment in a given year — roughly the amount needed to finance a single large-scale solar or wind project. The 31 low-income countries, in particular, have accounted for just 0.1% of clean energy investment to date (Figure 8, Chapter 2).

"Economic growth in Asia, Africa, the Middle East, and Latin America has improved billions of lives and created enormous new opportunities for businesses. Still, economic growth in emerging economies creates new challenges in how we address issues around trade, technology, intellectual property, capital markets, and common societal challenges, such as public health and climate change."

Michael R. Bloomberg, Founder, Bloomberg L.P., November 2018

Private investors interested in supporting clean energy in these markets have often faced challenges resulting from the lack of enabling policy frameworks, market risks, and other barriers to entry. Yet, because emerging markets represent the largest share of projected growth in emissions if unabated, resolving these challenges presents an important opportunity both for clean development and mitigating climate risk.

Source: BNEF. Note: Clean energy investment data for 103 emerging markets.

128 BNEF, Climatescope, "Emerging Markets Outlook 2018," 27 November 2018. Climatescope assesses investment conditions for clean energy in emerging markets based on a country’s fundamentals (e.g., clean energy policies and power sector structure), opportunities (e.g., demand growth and price attractiveness), and experience (e.g., existing volumes of installed clean energy).
Creating enabling environments for clean energy investment

Creating an enabling environment for clean energy investment involves addressing a country’s wider investment environment — macroeconomic stability, enforceability of contracts, currency convertibility and transferability, and other factors — as well as policy conditions specifically aimed at facilitating clean energy investment. Inadequate attention to these factors can either deter investment altogether or create a significant penalty due to high financing costs. Because of the critical importance of enabling environments to unlock private investment in emerging markets, the CFLI has compiled a list of investment readiness guidelines summarized in the box that follows.

The CFLI Investment Readiness Guidelines

CFLI has outlined guidelines on the fundamental and cross-cutting factors affecting climate finance in developing countries, a more detailed version of which is available in Appendix 1 and at bloomberg.com/cfli

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Macroeconomic considerations</th>
<th>Market considerations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Political and macroeconomic stability, including strong institutions with a track record of good governance and stable macroeconomic management</td>
<td>• Cost-reflective energy prices, which may require the removal of energy subsidies for the incumbent fossil fuel industry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Policy stability and reduction of policy risks, such as expropriation, sovereign breach of contract, or lack of availability of hard currency</td>
<td>• PPAs of sufficient duration and incorporating protections required by international lenders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Deep local financial markets that can provide lending and other financial services</td>
<td>• Presence of creditworthy or credit-enhanced off-takers (e.g., backing of partial or full sovereign guarantees, liquidity facilities, and laws assuring funding for the electricity sector)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Currency stability or availability of instruments to hedge currency risks in sufficient size and tenor</td>
<td>• Ownership and local content requirements that are mindful of foreign investors’ and local communities’ needs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Stable and predictable investment incentives for low-carbon solutions that signal a favorable business environment for the operator</td>
<td>• Clear and predictable licensing and permitting procedures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Political and government willingness, experience, and relevant technical skills to implement policies and engage with investors</td>
<td>• Predictable local legal and dispute resolution frameworks and confidence contracts will be enforced promptly in local courts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Power grid capacity, stability, and ability to handle intermittent power to reduce the likelihood of periodic, uncompensated curtailment of production</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Effective community engagement to ensure that local communities understand a project</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Markets of sufficient size to generate robust and relevant deal flow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Experienced international contractors capable of delivering a project on time and on budget</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
National energy policies in emerging markets are often still focused on encouraging investment in large fossil fuel projects, and power sector development plans do not yet take into account the growing cost-competitiveness of clean energy generation. Although almost three-quarters of emerging markets have adopted national renewable energy targets, concrete policies to support the investments needed to deliver on these targets are lagging (FIGURE 21).

Examples of effective implementation policies include renewable energy auctions, which competitively procure and award fixed tariffs or premiums to projects. Tax incentives that favor renewables, such as import duty exemptions for clean energy equipment, are popular but sometimes unenforced.

To facilitate private asset finance for renewables, electricity market regulation can allow independent power producers (IPPs) to generate and sell electricity. In many emerging markets, a single or a group of state-owned utilities are responsible for electricity generation, transmission, and distribution. Opening up generation to IPPs and developers allows countries to take advantage of competition, typically resulting in the procurement of lower-cost electricity while fostering the creation of local developers and associated jobs. Finally, renewable project developers need fair and organized access to the grid. This entails not only clear grid codes and regulation but also the technical capacity for the transmission grid and its operators to integrate and dispatch renewable power to avoid curtailment.

Managing project-specific risks

In any market, successful asset finance for renewables requires managing project-specific risks. In emerging markets, such risks can be magnified in ways that can exceed investors’ risk tolerance in comparison to anticipated returns. In particular, emerging markets may face a higher risk of delays during development, currency volatility over the project lifetime, uncreditworthy power purchase counterparties, and increased instability of the socioeconomic context. Public and private actors can employ several strategies to mitigate these project-specific risks.

“The lack of capital markets access continues to hamper the flow of private capital toward emerging economies. Our goal is to complement existing capital from public financing, as well as private bank and multilateral funding, to bolster the growth of long-term capital markets supported by local, regional, and international institutional investors, which will ultimately help scale sustainable infrastructure in those markets.”

John Greenwood, Co-Head of Project, Infrastructure, and Principal Finance, Goldman Sachs, September 2019

FIGURE 21: Share of emerging markets employing various clean energy policies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Policy</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Renewable energy target</td>
<td>74%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tax incentives</td>
<td>64%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auctions</td>
<td>46%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-generation incentives</td>
<td>34%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feed-in tariffs</td>
<td>34%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utility regulations</td>
<td>27%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debt/equity incentives</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: BNEF, Climatescope. Note: Analysis carried out on 103 emerging markets.

130 The other policies shown in Figure 21 include tax incentives, such as the tax breaks for renewable projects in the Philippines; self-generation incentives, which generally support distributed renewable generation for consumption on site at, for example, businesses or industrial facilities; utility regulations, which can include renewable portfolio standards that mandate a certain share of renewables in a utility’s generation mix; or debt/equity incentives, such as concessional lending for renewables.
Enhancing the standardization, bankability, and tenor of power purchase agreements

Standardized tariffs and PPAs, which offer clarity over the terms and conditions of a project’s operations, can help attract a larger volume of private investment and reduce investment risk among new market participants. Only a quarter of emerging markets surveyed have standardized power purchasing terms and conditions for IPPs — but, on average, these countries have recorded around three times the volume of clean energy investment as those lacking strong standard agreements.  

Many important project risks can be addressed through the process of developing bankable PPAs. These contracts can address risks related to the delivery of electricity to the grid, currency volatility, creditworthiness of the counterparty, political stability, and dispute settlement. For example, an effective strategy to address foreign exchange risk is to denominate PPAs in currencies that are liquid and less volatile: outside of very large markets like China, India, or Brazil, almost all clean energy contracts signed to date are in U.S. dollars.

Creating the conditions for longer-tenor PPAs is also critical. Investors require long-term revenue certainty to commit to the high up-front cost of a renewable energy project. Markets that offer PPAs with a tenor of 10 years or more attracted 98% of the $709 billion in new clean energy asset finance recorded in emerging markets between 2013 and 2017. Longer tenors also help developers secure the debt financing that allows them to recover the project’s revenue earlier in its lifetime, thus freeing capital that can be deployed elsewhere.

Mitigating risks through national policy support

Not all project-specific risks can be addressed through strong PPAs. For example, risks could stem from the lack of a viable supply chain and workforce — which can potentially hinder project engineering, procurement, construction, or operations and maintenance. Conflicting regulation and roles of various authorities, political instability or corruption, failure by grid operators and regulators to complete work on time, or untested permitting processes can also affect the risk profile of a specific investment.

National policymakers can help mitigate some of these risks. In particular, clear planning and permitting processes can help ensure that projects do not suffer delays and can be commissioned on schedule. Several countries have helped facilitate this process through the “pre-development” of projects ahead of clean energy auctions. This pre-development support can include activities such as pre-defining sites or supporting the requisite studies and permits (e.g., grid, environmental impact, or geotechnical studies). For example, Egypt held renewable energy auctions for pre-defined solar sites, which resulted in record-low bid prices for 200MW of solar capacity in 2018.

Deploying public and private financial instruments to mitigate risk

Public and private financial instruments and tools can also reduce investment risk. As described in the following section, DFIs can provide political risk insurance or use partial guarantees to mitigate off-taker risk (i.e., by helping to guarantee a portion of the payment in case of a default). Private finance instruments such as currency swaps can also mitigate the foreign exchange risk.
of agreements signed with utilities that are paid in local currency. However, each of these risk mitigation tools often creates an additional cost, requiring careful evaluation and due diligence for each project.

Facilitating private-sector entry into new markets

Even under a conducive enabling environment, private investors may still find it challenging to enter new emerging markets. Entering a new market requires extensive due diligence and building relationships with local technical and financial partners, understanding local regulations and politics, and negotiating partnerships with labor markets and supply chains — all of which add to the initial cost of doing business in a new country. Partnering with a local project developer or equity investor with more experience in the market can help reduce this barrier to entry.

“‘We need to do more in mobilizing the private sector. Without the private sector, it would be impossible to achieve [the Sustainable Development] Goals. And a lot needs to be done in order to raise awareness and to show the opportunities that exist and to create mechanisms to reduce risks.’”

António Guterres, United Nations Secretary-General, June 2019

Given their development mandates and flexible financing tools, DFIs serve as important partners for private investors seeking to enter new countries with higher perceived risks. DFIs are frequently the first commercially oriented investors to enter a market and have played an important role in establishing standards, concessions and financing agreements, and other enabling policies (see box below).

Understanding the incentives and constraints of DFIs

DFIs are encouraged to use their funding to help support self-sustaining growth in strategic sectors and in developing countries — including through risk sharing, expanding credit enhancements, and commercial financing when possible. However, certain incentives and constraints within DFIs may prevent the full implementation of strategies to crowd in private finance.

DFIs still have a responsibility to their shareholders to earn a return and to balance their portfolios. Similarly, especially for DFIs that operate on more commercial terms, many are expected to maintain high credit ratings. As a result, DFIs cannot solely invest in the least-developed countries, fragile states, and countries with high debt, they must also invest in less risky markets where commercial investors may also be active (FIGURE 22).

In some DFIs, investment teams may be incentivized to deploy capital, as teams are rewarded based on the money invested. Between incentive structures and limited human resources, DFIs do not always seek out and structure risk-sharing instruments for private-sector partners. The incentive to deploy capital can also create challenges due to the lack of project pipelines in many markets. The small volume of investable projects can potentially lead to competition among DFIs or between DFIs and private finance. Even in cases where blended finance — the combining of concessional capital with more commercially oriented capital — is used, it is important to take approaches that avoid market distortions. Blended finance and the inexpensive financing costs that result from it have the potential to drive energy tariffs so low as to make the clean energy sector unattractive for private developers and commercial investment. Such low energy tariffs in one country can then set unviable expectations for other countries. Guidelines for blended finance are, therefore, important to avoid ongoing reliance on concessional capital — which can prevent the transition to commercial, undistorted markets.

Harnessing the vast resources of the financial sector for low-carbon investment in emerging markets requires creating an attractive risk-adjusted return. DFIs have significant experience in successfully investing on market-based terms in developing countries, opening up markets, and paving the way for private capital. Investing alongside DFIs can reduce risk for private developers and investors as they benefit from the DFIs’ experience and reputation, their preferred creditor status, and their risk-mitigation tools, e.g., political risk insurance. In addition, some DFIs offer technical assistance to support enabling regulatory frameworks, tendering processes, or the development of stronger local value chains that ultimately reduce the total cost of solar and wind projects, and increase the positive impact of projects on the local economy. DFIs can also help facilitate the shift to newer technologies such as battery storage that can help integrate a growing share of renewables or support reliable grid operation. In other markets where conditions are not yet conducive for private investment — concentrated in sub-Saharan Africa but also in Asia and Latin America — DFIs play an even more central role in pioneering clean energy transactions.
Key solutions summary: Key role for public finance and policymakers to mitigate risk for private investment

Key solution: Partner with local developers and support their growth

The private sector can scale up clean energy project investment in emerging markets that have transparent, stable, and comprehensive enabling policies. International equity and debt investors also have the opportunity to invest in local developers or other companies along the value chain. Access to international investors can be vital for growing renewable energy industries in markets where local financing options may be limited. Investing in developers, rather than projects, can also offer higher returns and earlier-stage access to growth markets, as illustrated by the India example below.

Barriers to scaling solutions

Entry into each new market comes with entry costs for project developers, banks, and investors. For this reason, smaller markets or those outside a financial institution’s broader geographic strategy can often be overlooked by investors.

India’s clean energy boom and the rise of homegrown developers

The Indian renewable energy auctions market is the largest in the world. Auctioned capacity has increased by 68% since 2017 as the country moves closer to meeting its goal of installing 175GW of renewables by 2022. In 2018 alone, India awarded a record 19GW of solar and wind capacity through auctions.

This large pipeline of projects has created momentum to support the establishment and rapid growth of many companies across the renewables project value chain, including large Indian IPPs that are successfully competing with top international developers. Domestic players have won approximately two-thirds of projects awarded under auctions in the wind sector. ReNew Power has emerged as the largest player, with 4.7GW of operational capacity and over 3GW of capacity in its development pipeline as of July 2019.

Goldman Sachs was an early investor that supported ReNew Power’s growth. In 2011, Goldman Sachs invested $60 million in ReNew Power, representing the first major equity investment in the developer, and provided cumulative funding of approximately $470 million at different stages of ReNew’s growth cycle. As ReNew Power grew, it attracted a network of institutional investors, including the Asian Development Bank (ADB), Canada Pension Plan Investment Board, Global Environment Facility (GEF), Japan’s Energy for a new Era (JERA), and South Asia Clean Energy Fund.

In 2016, ReNew Power tapped into the domestic capital market through a first of its kind public-private partnership green bond issue. ReNew raised a 74 million ($1 million) rupee-denominated bond under a project bond guarantee facility set up by ADB and the India Infrastructure Finance Facility, which was established in 2012 to draw more institutional investors into critical infrastructure projects in India.

continued on next page
Subsequently, ReNew Power worked with Goldman Sachs and other underwriters to tap into international investors. Using a unique financing structure, ReNew Power raised dollar-denominated green bonds through an independent offshore special purpose vehicle to purchase their rupee-denominated bonds, thereby reducing foreign exchange risk. This financing mechanism was leveraged to help grow ReNew’s international green bond issuance to $475 million in 2017. In March 2019, ReNew Power directly issued a dollar-denominated bond following changes to the Reserve Bank of India’s rules on external commercial borrowings. The successive issuances by ReNew Power illustrate the progression of capital markets and investor base diversification, as well as their role in supporting ReNew’s growth.

---

Key solution: Partner with DFIs to develop financial products

Large buyers of fixed income products, such as asset owners, can partner with DFIs to encourage the issuance of bonds that match their investment requirements. To balance their portfolios, DFIs typically invest in a share of low-risk commercial-grade projects. By working in collaboration with DFIs to ensure their green bonds match private-sector benchmarks, institutional investors can scale financing to these lower-risk investments.

Barriers to scaling solutions

Investment benchmarks differ across investors, making it difficult to match green bond criteria to a wide range of investor requirements.

Through DFI partnerships, building a $1 billion green bond portfolio in three months

While ESG factors are increasingly integrated into equity investments, fixed income products that integrate ESG such as green bonds remain relatively niche. Borrowers can find green bonds complicated and costly to issue, while investors can be turned off by the “green premium” or lack of liquidity inherent in green bonds as opposed to traditional bonds. The Japanese Government Pension Investment Fund (GPIF) has faced additional complexities in integrating ESG into portfolio allocation decisions as it outsources management of its global equity and foreign fixed income portfolios to external asset managers. However, by partnering with DFIs, providing clear guidance to asset managers, and modifying passive external management guidelines, GPIF was able to grow its green bond portfolio to over $1 billion in a matter of months.

In response to the results of its 2018 joint study on “Incorporating ESG factors into fixed income investments,” developed in partnership with the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD) and the International Finance Corporation (IFC), GPIF took several steps to proactively direct more of its fixed income allocation into sustainable investments in green, social, and sustainability bonds.

First, GPIF revised its investment principles to explicitly state that fulfilling its stewardship responsibility entails integrating ESG throughout all asset classes. Second, it provided a concrete definition for “ESG Integration,” requiring “all asset managers to systemically include ESG factors into investment analysis and investment decisions,” to clarify uncertainty and convince skeptical asset managers of the merits of investing in ESG-related fixed income. The definition specifically stated that “GPIF regards investment in green and social bonds as one of the direct methods of ESG integration.”

Because most of GPIF’s fixed income portfolio is managed passively in line with the FTSE World Government Bond Index and the full value arising from sustainable activities is realized over a relatively long holding period, GPIF initially focused on increasing the volume of green bonds within this passive portfolio. In order to allow passive managers to make off-benchmark investments for the first time, GPIF modified its investment guidelines to permit these managers to invest in AAA-rated bonds issued by DFIs. The excess yield of DFI bonds over on-benchmark government bonds with the same rating enabled asset managers to fulfill their fiduciary duty while incorporating ESG, and helped to shift asset managers’ perception of green bonds. Finally, to address the lack of liquidity and spike in demand for green bonds resulting from changes to the externally managed

continued on next page
investment guidelines, in collaboration with IBRD and IFC, GPIF arranged preferential access to IBRD and IFC green bonds for its asset managers. This partnership alone mobilized more than $500 million of initial investment in green bonds issued by the World Bank Group.

GPIF built on the success of these actions and developed a similar agreement with the European Investment Bank (EIB) and the Asian Development Bank (ADB). Just three months later, GPIF’s green bond holdings surged to over $1 billion.

While directly partnering with DFIs may be prohibitive for smaller asset owners, the steps taken by GPIF to incentivize asset managers to invest in green, social, and sustainability bonds while giving them confidence they are fulfilling their fiduciary duty can be used as a guide for asset owners of various sizes.
Key solution: Deploy de-risking, concessional finance, and pipeline tools to attract private investors to new markets

The manner in which DFIs fulfill their mandate to leverage private investment in emerging markets continues to evolve. Public-private collaboration has taken the form of joint investments in long-term infrastructure and green bonds but is expanding toward joint capitalization of development funds and the creation of more national green investment banks. In more mature markets and sectors, DFIs can unlock private capital by partnering with banks and asset managers to co-finance projects, progressively shifting the focus of their activity from deploying capital directly to providing less costly guarantees and other risk-sharing instruments. The progressive way DFIs can support clean energy asset finance is illustrated by the Chile case study below.

Barriers to scaling solutions

DFIs are often expected to provide returns to shareholders, balance portfolios, and maintain high credit ratings. As a result, many DFIs are obligated to ensure that they meet profit targets, price lending at market rates, and avoid distortive subsidies. These obligations have made it difficult for DFIs to invest solely in risky markets, despite the need to support the low-carbon transition in the world’s lowest-income countries.

The successful transition from DFI funding to private capital in Chile

Chile’s power sector, which has been deregulated since the 1980s, is considered one of the most sophisticated power markets in Latin America; private investment is encouraged across the sector, including in generation, transmission, and distribution. However, the country’s power sector transition to clean energy began only recently. In 2013, when less than 5% of Chile’s electricity came from renewables, the government imposed a 20% renewable portfolio mandate on utilities for 2025. By 2018, the share of renewables had already more than tripled to reach 18% of generation.

DFIs played a critical role in nurturing the growth of Chile’s renewable energy sector after its renewable mandate was introduced. The first project to break the $100 million mark was the $260 million 101MW Amanecer Solar PV project, in which the IFC and the U.S. Overseas Private Investment Corporation (OPIC) provided $212.5 million in debt. Since 2013, DFIs have paved the way for commercial lenders, with OPIC, the World Bank, and the Inter-American Development Bank having cumulatively deployed more than $1 billion in project lending. DFIs’ presence in the market has gradually been phased out, supplanted by interest from commercial banks, which provided over $900 million of clean energy funding in 2017 alone. International utilities like Enel and AES have also since entered the market, providing more of the finance by tapping their own balance sheets.

Lending from DFIs has played an important role in stimulating solar and wind production in Chile’s electricity market by helping clean energy developers secure attractive financing. In the Chilean auction system, renewables compete with fossil fuel generators. In the first tender, solar and wind projects won contracts to deliver just 7% of the auctioned generation volume. In the tenders held since 2018, however, renewables outcompeted fossil fuels to win 100% of the contracts on offer. In emerging markets where local financing is often limited or comes at a premium, concessional finance provided by DFIs can reduce the time needed for solar and wind to become more cost-competitive than fossil fuels by four to seven years on average.
Key solution: Lay the regulatory foundations for clean energy development

Domestic policymakers play perhaps the most important role in stimulating private investment in clean energy through their work to improve enabling environments. Clear clean energy targets, regulatory frameworks that allow privately developed clean energy projects access to the electricity grid, and at least one major policy that directly incentivizes investment such as clean energy auctions or feed-in tariffs are typically needed to mobilize private investment. Domestic policymakers can also take steps to improve the general investment climate and support project development activities such as site selection and permitting procedures.

Policy reversals or renegotiations of tariffs, PPAs, tax incentives, or other agreements — particularly in the early stages of market development — can have a long-lasting negative impact on future investor interest. Where policy changes are necessary, grandfathering can be used to protect previous investments as illustrated in the Mexico case study below.

Barriers to scaling solutions

Introducing policy changes that can support the transition to a low-carbon economy requires technical expertise and a careful calculation of policy impacts on incumbent stakeholders, energy consumers, and taxpayers. Even mature economies in Western Europe that have reached a high share of renewable electricity experienced periods of policy turbulence as they implemented the policies needed to effectively incentivize clean energy development.

Creating an enabling environment for clean energy investment in Mexico

Mexico has historically relied heavily on fossil fuel–based generation, which still accounted for 81% of its electricity generation in 2017.151 Like many emerging markets, it has also relied on a state-owned utility to make investments in and operate its electricity generation, transmission, and distribution systems.

However, in 2013, Mexico began to implement a comprehensive energy policy reform to incentivize greater investment in clean energy and improve the efficiency of the power system.152 This energy reform included unbundling the national utility and allowing private-sector participation in electricity generation, as well as setting a renewable energy generation target of 35% by 2024.153 To support the investment needed to meet this target, Mexico conducted auctions, which awarded 15-year U.S. dollar-denominated fixed PPAs to clean energy developers. Renewable energy projects were also awarded 20-year contracts for selling Clean Energy Certificates, providing a further source of revenue for investors.154

From 2016 to 2018, Mexico recorded $10.4 billion in clean energy investment from the three auction rounds held over the period, with the latest round resulting in record low prices for wind and solar PV.155,156 Mexico has also successfully drawn private-sector investment from international project developers such as Enel, Engie, and Acciona and financing from international commercial banks. While Mexico’s new government has announced its intention to review energy policy, it has also signaled its intention to respect previously awarded PPA contracts.157
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151 BNEF, Mexico country profile.
153 BNEF, Mexico country profile.
154 Ibid.
156 BNEF, “Mexico’s Third Power Auction Results,” December 2017.
Challenge: Many low-carbon investments in key emitting sectors are not yet profitable

Although renewable energy generation and EVs are growing increasingly cost-competitive, fewer viable alternatives exist in heavy industry, heavy-duty transport, and land use (including agriculture) that represent more than half of global emissions (see box on page 59). In these sectors, some low-carbon solutions may be technologically viable, but no revenue models yet exist to support their large-scale deployment. In other cases, breakthrough low-carbon technologies are still in the R&D or demonstration phase. Increasing low-carbon investment for solutions that are currently technologically viable but not yet economical will likely require a mix of policy-driven approaches such as carbon pricing, subsidies, or regulation, complemented by private sector–led initiatives to foster demand for low-carbon products. For technologies that are not yet commercially viable, R&D and demonstration projects from both the public and private sector can help bring innovative products to the market, while publicly financed incentive structures can create a more acceptable return profile for higher-risk technologies.

Understanding the economic and technical challenges in heavy industry, heavy-duty transport, and agriculture

In many cases, reducing emissions in heavy industry, heavy-duty transport, and land use can entail changes in core production processes or require capital-intensive investments to replace specialized equipment. Some of the required low-carbon solutions may be technologically viable, but many are not yet economical due to their high capital costs and a lack of investment incentives. Further, given the capital invested in long-lived assets, it is often in the financial interest of corporations to resist cost increases and maintain existing cost structures.

“Support for investment and innovation would further enable steel’s decarbonization as green steel becomes increasingly of interest to companies across the value chain.”

Zoë Knight, Group Head, Centre of Sustainable Finance, HSBC, September 2019

In addition, many key solutions for decarbonizing these sectors are not yet commercially proven. For example, the production of hydrogen — which can be used as a zero-carbon fuel in heavy-duty transport or to produce high-temperature heat in industrial applications — is currently costly and can require substantial infrastructure to support its deployment. Similarly, CCS holds promise to control emissions in certain sectors, but thus far is largely limited to demonstration projects.
Why certain sectors are harder to abate

Heavy industry, heavy-duty transport, and land use face substantial technical and/or financial challenges to transitioning to lower-carbon business models and operations. While demand-side measures can help reduce emissions in all of these sectors, reaching net zero will require more difficult supply-side solutions briefly outlined below.

**Heavy industry** such as cement, steel, plastics, and ammonia production, produces emissions through energy use, industrial processes, and end-of-life treatment (FIGURE 23).\(^{162,163}\) The largest share of energy use typically stems from high-temperature heat, accounting for about 80% of total industrial energy use.\(^{164}\) While electrification or CCS can reduce heat-related emissions, in most cases, these solutions are not yet economical. Low-emissions means of generating heat from burning hydrogen produced with renewable electricity is promising but not yet deployed at commercial scale. For process emissions, alternative chemistries are often not perfect substitutes, and they require fundamental changes to standard industrial processes. New approaches are generally capital intensive and are further hindered by the long life of existing industrial equipment.

**Heavy-duty transport**, including aviation, shipping, and heavy road transport, can achieve emissions reductions by improving logistics and operations, and transitioning off fossil fuels.\(^{165}\) For road transport, electrification is likely to play a large role but still requires technical improvements in energy storage technologies. Shipping and aviation will require innovations in carbon-free liquid fuels, which are currently not commercially viable.

**Agriculture, land use, and forestry** emissions are largely process-driven.\(^{166}\) Agricultural emissions come from many sources, including soil bacteria, livestock, and farm equipment. Reducing these emissions would require conventional farmers to alter their practices, yet few incentives exist for them to make this change. For land use and forestry, reducing emissions would involve preserving carbon sinks, for which revenue incentives need to be created.

---


The economics of low-carbon investments can be further distorted by inconsistent policies such as fossil fuel subsidies, particularly in sectors that rely on fossil fuels for heat and electricity (see box below). These subsidies, many of which are intended to support industrialization and economic development, often lead to inefficiencies as they can create disincentives to invest in otherwise profitable measures such as energy efficiency.

Fossil fuel subsidy reform: Leveling the playing field for low-carbon investment

The International Monetary Fund (IMF) estimates that global subsidies for fossil fuels totaled $296 billion in 2017, placing a significant strain on fiscal balances. If the untaxed negative externalities of fossil fuels are included, fossil fuels receive an estimated $5.3 trillion in public support. By creating incentives for continued reliance on and inefficient use of fossil fuel energy, these subsidies can exacerbate climate-related transition risks and undermine the competitiveness of low-carbon investment opportunities. Further, despite the intention to provide affordable energy to lower-income households and promote industrialization, fossil fuel subsidies are often highly regressive and promote inefficiencies that hurt the long-run competitiveness of domestic industry.

Given their negative impact on climate and economic development, there is growing consensus that phasing out fossil fuel subsidies is a key part of achieving an inclusive low-carbon transition. In 2009, members of the G20 pledged to phase out inefficient fossil fuel subsidies. In 2017, investors and insurers representing more than $2.8 trillion in AUM issued a statement urging G20 members to do so by 2020. Despite some progress in major markets like India and Indonesia, progress on subsidy reform has generally been slow due to political challenges. Subsidy reform often cannot happen overnight and requires a strategy that considers how industries and households can be supported as fossil fuel prices rise to market levels. Often such strategies involve using some of the savings from subsidy reform to implement social safety nets, such as targeted subsidies to low-income households. When implemented thoughtfully, fossil fuel subsidy removal can play a critical role in unlocking investment in low-carbon energy solutions.

Enacting policies to incentivize low-carbon investment

Beyond reforming fossil fuel subsidies, placing a price on carbon is often considered an efficient mechanism for policymakers to create incentives for low-carbon investments, particularly in cases where no other revenues exist to support investment. Jurisdictions across the globe have increasingly adopted carbon pricing policies — whether a carbon tax or the creation of a carbon market. By 2020, the World Bank expects that 20% of global emissions will be covered by a carbon pricing policy (FIGURE 24).¹⁷¹

**FIGURE 24:** Share of global emissions covered by a carbon-pricing policy

![Graph showing the share of global emissions covered by a carbon-pricing policy from 2005 to 2020.](source: World Bank)

However, carbon market prices have been too low to incentivize meaningful low-carbon investments in many sectors, with the global average in 2018 well below $1 per ton of CO₂.¹⁷² Even the $25 per ton average price in the EU ETS in 2018 was well below the estimated marginal abatement cost required to motivate large-scale decarbonization in steel, cement, aviation, and shipping (FIGURE 25).¹⁷³

**FIGURE 25:** Abatement costs across selected industries compared with the average 2018 CO₂ price achieved in the EU ETS

![Graph showing abatement costs across selected industries compared with the average 2018 CO₂ price achieved in the EU ETS.](source: Bloomberg Terminal, Energy Transitions Commission)

Policymakers face challenges to increasing and maintaining the sufficiently stable carbon prices needed to make capital-intensive investments. Trade-exposed, energy-intensive industries or those that compete globally, such as commoditized manufacturing and international shipping, often oppose meaningful carbon pricing in specific jurisdictions because of concerns over their international competitiveness. Price volatility in cap-and-trade systems also inhibits long-term capital investment planning but can be difficult for policymakers to control. In the EU ETS, for example, the global financial crisis spurred a decline in economic output and associated emissions, driving carbon prices nearly to zero for a time.¹⁷⁴

Given these carbon pricing challenges, a mix of policies — similar to those implemented to mobilize investment in clean energy — will likely be needed. Public procurement, for example through policies requiring low-carbon materials in public buildings, can help kick-start investment. Additionally, the public sector can procure emissions reductions from the private sector through “climate auctions,” which award

---


¹⁷⁴ European Commission, “Market Stability Reserve.”
the most cost-competitive projects a guaranteed carbon price floor for each ton of emissions mitigated. In some cases, these auctions have been implemented alongside existing carbon markets, such as the World Bank’s Pilot Auction Facility (PAF) or Australia’s Emissions Reduction Fund, to provide a contract for difference to help investors hedge against volatile carbon prices.\textsuperscript{175,176}

Regulatory standards can also help accelerate low-carbon investment. Performance-based standards that increase in stringency over time can facilitate uptake of low-carbon products. They also signal to corporations expectations of future pathways for emissions reductions. For example, in the transport sector, emissions-intensity standards have helped guide manufacturers to lower-emission vehicle models.\textsuperscript{177}

Creating and meeting demand for low-carbon products

Private investors have also begun to explore low-carbon solutions in upstream industries and materials sectors in response to increasing end-user demand for more sustainable products. In a recent consumer survey, 66% of global consumers stated they were willing to pay more for sustainable goods.\textsuperscript{178} Growing demand for sustainable consumer products has fostered industrial partnerships between actors along the production chain. For example, Apple has partnered with Rio Tinto and Alcoa, two major aluminum corporations, to commercialize a new process that can eliminate emissions from aluminum smelting.\textsuperscript{179} This partnership will allow Apple to offer its customers more environmentally friendly electronic devices. Corporations can also influence their supply chains to spur initial investments.\textsuperscript{180} For example, vehicle manufacturers can help pool demand for low-carbon steel.\textsuperscript{181} Corporate buyers can also facilitate the flow of financing to support low-carbon investments upstream in supply chains. In 2019, HSBC partnered with Walmart to provide improved sustainability-linked loans to Walmart suppliers who demonstrate progress in their sustainability ratings.\textsuperscript{182} Such initiatives not only incentivize more sustainable supply chains but also promote transparency and climate-related disclosures.

To further encourage end-user demand and enhance the value of low-carbon materials, various industries are establishing labeling standards for lower-emissions products similar to the voluntary standards for organic agricultural products. For example, the steel industry has established ResponsibleSteel, an initiative to develop an internationally recognized certification for sustainable steel.\textsuperscript{183}

Driving innovation in new low-carbon technologies

Setting industry and heavy-duty transport on a pathway to net-zero emissions will also require developing technologies that are not yet commercially proven. While some pure R&D is needed, activities that help bridge the gaps between demonstration and commercialization will be critical. One initiative seeking to enhance private support of early-stage technologies is the Breakthrough Energy Coalition.\textsuperscript{184} This group of individual private investors, financial institutions, and corporations has committed to funding
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innovative ideas and companies that emerge from Mission Innovation — an initiative of 24 major countries and the European Commission to double clean energy R&D investments. The Breakthrough Energy Coalition identified a shortlist of key technologies with breakthrough potential, including hydrogen and advanced manufacturing technologies for industry, as well as carbon capture, utilization and storage, and solar fuels.

Risk sharing between public and private institutions in specific sectors can also help bridge the gap between demonstration and commercialization. In the HYBRIT partnership, steel producer SSAB, iron ore extractor LKAB, power company Vattenfall, and the Swedish government have joined forces to create a fossil-fuel-free steel plant that replaces coking coal with hydrogen. The entities behind HYBRIT expect that low-carbon steel will eventually become cost-competitive with conventional steel because of a continued drop in energy prices and increasing carbon prices in the EU ETS.

Improving access to finance in the agricultural sector

Unlike heavy industry and heavy-duty transport, solutions for reducing emissions in the agricultural sector are well established yet face several structural challenges to their implementation. First, agricultural emissions stem from a diverse array of activities, including livestock management, fertilizer use, fuel consumption for agricultural machinery, and manure. Agriculture also often contributes to emissions in the forestry sector, as expansion of farmlands can encroach on these natural carbon sinks. The extent to which each of these activities contributes to emissions varies by farm,

“Benchmarking energy use in agriculture would have many differences to the property sector, but that system drove significant change and improved emissions. We want to see something similar come to farming.”

Rory Lonergan, Executive Director, Clean Energy Finance Corporation, February 2018
and there is no one-size-fits all solution. As a result, there is often a lack of data and knowledge among farmers and investors regarding the potential solutions for reducing climate impact. Second, many activities are small in scale, making them difficult to access for larger investors. Finally, although some low-carbon solutions may be profitable, many farmers lack access to working and investment capital to implement these low-carbon solutions.

Investors may view agriculture as yielding lower margins while carrying higher risks compared with investments in other sectors. Particularly in emerging markets, many smallholder farms are highly distributed — often facing high transaction costs to obtain financing — and cannot provide collateral for loans even where local financing may be available.191

Various lending platforms and financial products, often through public-private partnerships, have emerged to address these challenges. For example, the Tropical Landscape Financing Facility (TLFF), a partnership among UN Environment, BNP Paribas, and ADM Capital, aims to scale up financing for small shareholder farms in Indonesia.192 BNP Paribas structures loans, which can be backed by a partial guarantee from a public finance institution, into bonds in order to unlock commercially priced long-term financing for small rural projects. In its inaugural transaction in 2018, TLFF issued a $95 million bond to support sustainable rubber production.193 Structuring agriculture investments into bonds can help overcome challenges related to transaction size and lack of information, as green bond standards help establish criteria for defining which projects contribute to addressing climate change.

“Millions of farmers, companies, consumers, and every government on the planet will have to make changes to meet the global food challenge. At every level, the food system must be linked to climate strategies as well as ecosystem protections and economic prosperity.”

Andrew Steer, President & CEO, World Resource Institute, July 2019

**Key solutions summary:** Policymakers must lay the groundwork before private investment is feasible

---

**Key solution:** Foster transparency and collaboration across the supply chain to accelerate uptake of low-carbon alternatives

The private sector can continue to forge partnerships to increase transparency around low-carbon solutions — and their value — in the supply chains of commoditized industries. For example, corporations can collaborate to develop industry-wide standards for low-carbon products, helping to lay the foundation for greater demand for these goods. The private sector can also work to develop benchmarks for low-carbon practices, facilitating the flow of financing to low-carbon business models in sectors where information on sustainability measures and their potential benefits is often not available.

Finally, corporations and consumers, through their purchasing power, can drive demand for low-carbon materials or products, creating an incentive for suppliers to invest in emissions reduction measures.

**Barriers to scaling solutions**

Although consumer demand for low-carbon products is increasing, this remains niche and insufficient to drive investments at scale. Further, partnerships across supply chains can be difficult as certain industries are highly fragmented.

---

**Developing standards and benchmarks to unlock investment in agriculture**

Macquarie has recently partnered with the Clean Energy Finance Corporation (CEFC), Australia’s national green bank, and the Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organization (CSIRO), a leading scientific institution, to create the Energy, Emissions and Efficiency Advisory Committee (3EAC). This first of its kind initiative was created to support innovation and sustainable farm management practices across the agricultural sector in Australia. The 3EAC aims to promote actions that reduce the energy and emissions intensity of agriculture, ultimately supporting increased productivity. A key objective of the 3EAC is to develop benchmarks for these activities consistent with 2°C temperature trajectories, increasing data and transparency around sustainable farming practices.

This tripartite arrangement combines the regulatory and public interest roles of the government, the scientific expertise of the CSIRO, and the operational understanding of Macquarie as Australia’s largest agricultural investment manager. This partnership was catalyzed by CEFC’s equity investment in Macquarie’s latest carbon reduction–focused agricultural fund. The fund aims to not only influence emissions directly through its on-farm work but also to demonstrate that low-emissions and climate-adapted farming can be conducted without compromising objectives and returns.

---
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Underwriting the first green bonds for protected agriculture

While the issuance of green bonds has grown rapidly overall, green bonds for agriculture and forestry have lagged behind at only 10% of the total green bond market, primarily due to the few methodologies that define “green” agriculture and other land-use investments. To expand financing opportunities, the Climate Bonds Initiative, in partnership with the Inter-American Development Bank, developed criteria for protected agriculture in Mexico under the Climate Bonds Standard. As a result, in 2018, Mexico’s Trust Funds for Rural Development, a development finance institution that supports agriculture, became the first institution to issue a green bond for protected agriculture. HSBC, which was the third-largest underwriter of green bonds in 2018, served as joint underwriter, in a total deal that comprised three floating rate–note tranches, including a three-year green-labeled bond for 2.5 billion Mexican pesos (approximately $132 million). Overall, this project was successful due to the partnership between several entities across the private and public sectors, including a DFI, a national development bank, and a commercial bank, as well as standards that helped drive transparency and attract underwriters.
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197 The use of proceeds of bonds for protected agriculture include the establishment, acquisition, expansion, or ongoing management of protected agriculture facilities including greenhouses, shade houses, systems for isolation, precision fertilizers, as well as air and light control systems, precision plant nutrition systems, and insect protection. (Climate Bonds Initiative, “Protected Agriculture in Mexico.”)
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Key solution: Support R&D and deployment of new technologies using public budgets

Public funding can be essential to the development of new technologies whose long R&D life cycles are difficult to support on corporate timescales. Public budgets can also support the commercialization of technologies through subsidy mechanisms and risk-sharing models like loan guarantees.

Barriers to scaling solutions

Public funding is limited, and the pathway from government support to full commercial viability can be difficult to navigate. The use of taxpayer funds to support higher-risk, early-stage technologies with significant climate mitigation potential has occasionally led to controversy and public opposition.

Climate auctions: Supporting emissions reductions in the face of uncertain carbon prices

The World Bank’s PAF is a public finance instrument that provides revenues for low-carbon projects in the waste and nitric acid production sectors. The PAF was implemented alongside the Clean Development Mechanism (CDM), an international market for carbon offsets. The PAF demonstrated an efficient, market-based method of allocating grant-based subsidies at a time when carbon prices had largely collapsed under the CDM. These climate auctions competitively awarded low-carbon projects a “put option,” giving successful project developers the right, but not the obligation, to sell their emissions reductions to the PAF at a strike price discovered in the auction.

A key success factor of the PAF was that it offered a guaranteed floor price per ton of GHG reduced, which provided investors greater revenue certainty at a time of low and uncertain carbon prices. At the same time, the use of competitive auctions helped ensure that public finance was allocated cost-efficiently, as only the most cost-competitive bidders received price guarantees through the PAF.

The PAF ran three auctions between July 2015 and January 2017. Over these rounds, it allocated up to $54 million, with the potential to abate 20.6 million tons of CO₂ and, therefore, an implied subsidy of under $2.50 per ton CO₂. This model is currently being replicated by Germany to support investments to reduce emissions from nitric acid plants in emerging economies. More broadly, the auctioned carbon price floor holds promise as an efficient and transparent means to allocate some of the $11 to $13 billion in annual grant-based support provided by developed countries for climate action in the developing world.

202 Pilot Auction Facility (PAF), “About the PAF.”
204 Pilot Auction Facility (PAF), “About the PAF.”
205 Nitric Acid Climate Action Group, “Financial Support.”
Key solution: Craft policies and regulations designed to bring new technologies to market

The broad application of stable, long-range carbon pricing schemes across major economies could level the playing field for trade-exposed, high-carbon industries such as steel and cement and spur more long-term investment in alternative industrial production processes. Phasing out policies like fossil fuel subsidies would also contribute to making certain efficiency investments attractive. In addition, public procurement, incentive schemes, and product standards can support the development of markets for low-carbon products.

Barriers to scaling solutions

Given the global nature of many industries, there may be opposition to local regulation or carbon pricing that impacts a corporation's global competitiveness. Cross-regional or international carbon pricing schemes can require large and costly governance structures. The adverse effect of carbon prices on consumers can also make their introduction less attractive to governments.

The United Nations' REDD+ program offers growing opportunities for private-sector investment

The Reducing Emissions from Deforestation and Forest Degradation in Developing Countries (REDD+) incentivizes developing countries to conserve and enhance forest carbon stocks, decrease deforestation and degradation, and sustainably manage forests. REDD+ creates a financial value for the carbon stored in forests, providing results-based payments to countries for actions that reduce forest carbon emissions. These payments can come from higher-income countries interested in funding climate action in developing nations or from private investors looking to offset their own emissions. The UN plays a central role in REDD+ by supporting developing countries in designing effective REDD+ projects and systems to estimate and monitor emissions reductions — two critical elements in creating international investor confidence in the program.

Public finance awarded through bilateral agreements and multilateral funds has accounted for almost 90% of investment in REDD+ projects; however, the private sector is becoming an increasingly important source of funding. Between 2009 and 2014, private investors contributed $36 million to the development of REDD+ country strategies and $381 million to carbon offset projects.

In 2013, Allianz invested in Rimba Raya, the largest REDD+ project in the world. The investment helps support the conservation of a nearly 65,000-hectare natural reserve in Indonesia that avoids more than 130 million tons of emissions. Quality and verifiability of the emissions reporting are key success factors of Rimba Raya, allowing Allianz and other Rimba Raya investors such as Microsoft to credibly use the carbon credits to meet their carbon neutrality goals. Rimba Raya was the first REDD+ project validated under the Verified Carbon Standard and the first to obtain a Triple Gold Climate, Community and Biodiversity Standards rating.
Challenge: The transition away from carbon-intensive business models may create financial and social risk

Many assets in the real economy are long-lived, ranging from around 15 years for cars and buses to 50 years for fossil fuel power plants to 100 years or more for buildings (see box on page 70). As a result, the financing and investment decisions of the past can lock in carbon emissions well into the future. “Committed” emissions from existing fossil fuel-based assets in the power, industrial, and transport sectors are already incompatible with a 1.5°C trajectory.\(^\text{214}\)

The transition to a low-carbon economy will need to address the fate of these existing carbon-intensive industries and assets. The importance of engineering a just transition for workers and affected communities is now broadly understood. Curtailing the economic lifetimes of power plants, factories, and vehicles also poses the possibility of financial losses for those who invested equity or debt on the assumption of long-term operating revenues. More broadly, the corporations that manufacture, own, and operate these assets often have long-standing business models reliant on carbon-intensive industries and equipment.

The financial sector can play an important role in facilitating the transformation of carbon-intensive sectors by offering financing solutions to businesses as they undertake the low-carbon transition. The public sector can facilitate an orderly transition by supporting affected communities and by creating clear policy frameworks to allow the private sector to plan for the phase out of the most carbon-intensive assets.

Managing the retirement of coal-fired power plants

Breaking carbon lock-in will require some carbon-intensive assets to be retired early while transforming the corporations, utilities, and enterprises whose business models are based on their operation. However, as early retirement reduces the returns anticipated at the time of initial investment and creates additional costs of decommissioning, losses in financial value could follow.

“As active investors, we wanted to offer an equity product that not only allows investors to tackle climate risks but also to benefit the investment opportunities represented by the energy transition helping to contribute to a ‘just transition’ that is also mindful of its social dimensions.”

Isabel Reuss, Global Head of Socially Responsible Investment Research, Allianz Global Investors, February 2019

\(^\text{214}\) D. Tong et al., “Committed Emissions From Existing Energy Infrastructure Jeopardize 1.5°C Climate Target,” Nature, 2019; This study assumes that assets would operate according to historical average lifetimes.
The challenge of managing early retirement is already a reality for coal-fired power plants, which are among the longest-lived and most carbon-intensive assets. In places such as the U.S. and Europe, economic forces are leading to reductions in coal-fired power generation — many of which are older, less efficient facilities — due to lower natural gas and renewable energy costs, and the advent of battery storage. U.S. power providers shuttered coal plants at a record rate in 2018; electricity generated from coal fell by 36% between 2008 and 2017.215,216 Coal use for energy in the EU also fell by 36% over the same period.217

The market-driven reduction in coal generation alone is unlikely to achieve the pace of phase-out needed. Unabated coal-fired power generation (i.e., generation without CCS) would need to be phased out entirely by 2050 to achieve the goals of the Paris Agreement and require the retirement of about 1,200GW of existing coal-fired capacity before the end of its economic lifetime.220 A large share of these retirements would be in high-income countries and newly industrialized countries — particularly China, which operates the largest number of coal-fired power plants today. To speed up the coal transition, some countries have implemented coal phase-out policies, which can help create certainty for corporations and investors to proactively plan for the transition away from coal. However, phase-out policies have been developed only for a small share of the existing global coal fleet (FIGURE 27).

The carbon lock-in of long-lived assets

The long lifetime of assets in the real economy — such as power plants, steel mills, vehicles, and buildings — and the carbon intensity of those assets together contribute to carbon lock-in. FIGURE 26 illustrates the average lifetime of assets and the quantity of annualized GHG they contribute to the atmosphere.218 Carbon lock-in is also promoted by the desire to preserve jobs associated with sectors like coal mining and fossil fuel transport. These broader societal and economic factors can drive political opposition to the phase-out of carbon-intensive assets and the introduction of more cost-effective, low-carbon alternatives.219

FIGURE 26: CO2 emissions and typical lifetime of different assets

---

216 BNEF, U.S. Country Profile.
CHALLENGE 4: THE TRANSITION AWAY FROM CARBON-INTENSIVE BUSINESS MODELS MAY CREATE FINANCIAL AND SOCIAL RISK

Where phase-out plans exist, they usually encompass a range of elements, including regulatory action and support for a just transition for workers (see box below). For example, Germany’s recent commitment to phase out coal power by 2038 is supported by a clear decommissioning roadmap, compensation payments to households that may face higher energy bills as a result of the phase-out, and €40 billion in public resources to invest in the regions that will be most affected by the policy.²²¹,²²²

“\textbf{The impact on total jobs of the energy transition is expected to be positive. However, there will be asymmetric effects across regions and sectors, and we need to be ready for that. The deep transformation of the economy needs to be managed well to avoid social and regional disparities, notably in areas that might face transition challenges in the short term.}”

Maroš Šefcovic, Vice-President of the European Commission for the Energy Union, June 2019

Coal phase-out and a just transition for labor

Although the benefits of the low-carbon transition will far outweigh the costs, the structural change implied in this transition will need to be proactively managed to ensure these benefits are inclusive. As the global economy transitions away from high-carbon assets to low-carbon alternatives due to market forces or regulatory interventions, workers and communities that rely on these assets must be supported, in what has been coined a “just transition.” To provide guidance on implementing an equitable transition, the International Labour Organization has published a set of guidelines outlining principles for implementing a just transition to a sustainable and carbon-neutral economy. These guidelines cite social dialogue, social protection, rights at work, and employment as four key pillars of an inclusive transition.²²³

The just transition will require strong, coordinated action among governments, communities, investors, and businesses. Public policies that link climate, macroeconomic, industrial, and labor policies can help lay the foundation for inclusive growth, both through short-term programs that mitigate negative impacts on workers and communities (e.g., income support) and through longer-term industrial strategies or retraining programs. Investors, recognizing the long-term value of inclusive growth, can also integrate social factors into their investment strategies or how they engage with corporations.²²⁴ All of these must be done in consultation and offer transparent dialogue with the communities undergoing a transition.

²²² Financial Times, “Germany to Spend €40bn to Soften Blow From Coal Closures,” 22 May 2019.
Changes to public utility regulatory frameworks can also incentivize the early retirement of coal plants owned by generators that sell electricity at regulated prices. For example, regulated utilities can use rate-reduction bonds to refinance remaining debt on coal-fired power plants. The utilities can issue low interest rate bonds backed by securitized future cash flows from ratepayers to finance the decommissioning of coal assets. This approach, known as coal securitization, is currently gaining momentum in the U.S. in areas with a large legacy coal industry such as Colorado and Michigan.\footnote{Renewable Energy World, "Power Plant Securitization: Coming to a State Capitol Near You," 28 May 2019.}

"Creative financing mechanisms that exist today can ensure that consumers pay lower rates as we move to renewables and help provide for a transition that is just and fair both for workers and for communities directly impacted."

Jared Polis, Governor, State of Colorado, speaking on coal transition, January 2019

Transforming utilities in highly regulated environments, for example where a single public organization has a monopoly in the power sector, often requires targets to be paired with adjustments to regulated tariffs or budget transfers to finance new investments. Selling ratepayer-backed bonds to investors can allow utilities to recover the value of their investment, while retiring certain assets and reducing the potential cost to ratepayers.\footnote{U. Varadarajan, D. Posner, and J. Fisher, “Harnessing Financial Tools to Transform the Electric Sector,” Sierra Club, November 2018.}

Incentivizing building retrofits

Buildings are among the longest-lived assets in the real economy, and their energy consumption for heating, cooling, and electricity are significant sources of GHG emissions. While decarbonizing the electricity supply can help reduce some of these emissions, many heating systems directly burn fossil fuels such as natural gas, fuel oil, and propane. In addition, while efficiency standards for new buildings are now common, older units are often not subject to energy-efficiency regulation. In Europe, 80% of the buildings that will exist in 2050 already exist today, many of which have low energy-efficiency ratings (FIGURE 28).\footnote{European Commission, “The Commission Presents Strategy for a Climate Neutral Europe by 2050 — Questions and Answers,” [Fact sheet], Brussels, 28 November 2018.}

Deep building retrofits that combine the electrification of energy end-use with energy-efficiency improvements can help reduce emissions from the existing building stock. Zero-carbon heating is both feasible and commercially available through electrically powered heat pumps.\footnote{Buildings Performance Institute Europe (BPIE), “97% of Buildings in the EU Need to Be Upgraded,” 2018.} However, the practice of retrofitting old buildings with heat pumps is relatively uncommon due to high upfront costs, including the need to improve insulation to make heat pumps work efficiently.

\footnote{Heat pumps extract heat from ambient air (air source) or from the ground (ground source); if the electricity they consume is emissions-free, then they produce no emissions.}
“Transition bonds would allow the quality of the green bond market to avoid being diluted by issuances where the environmental benefit of projects being financed is less clear. The concept of the green bond has been proven, and it is here to stay, but that market is now at a crossroads.”

Yo Takatsuki, Head of ESG Research and Active Ownership, AXA Investment Managers, June 2019

Further, such energy-efficiency investments may be challenging, as the benefits from savings in energy bills accrue to tenants, who may not own the building itself.

Governments have begun to roll out policies to incentivize retrofits, such as low- or zero-interest loan programs for retrofit investments and efficiency mandates for existing buildings. For example, New York City passed legislation requiring landlords to retrofit buildings with new energy-efficient windows, heating and cooling systems, and insulation beginning in 2024.

Private finance institutions have also begun to realize opportunities in building retrofits. Research has shown that mortgages on more efficient homes have lower default rates, and the market value of efficient homes often increases at higher than average rates. Around 90 banks, industry associations, research centers, and other stakeholders from across Europe support the work of the Energy Efficient Mortgages Initiative, which promotes the use of low- or zero-interest loans to homeowners for energy-efficient building renovations.

“By focusing on sustainability and innovation, as well as on the industrial and financial aspects of the business model, Enel can respond in a positive and flexible way to change, ultimately creating long-term shared value for all stakeholders.”

Francesco Starace, CEO, Enel, September 2018

Supporting corporations in the low-carbon transition

Moving from individual assets to the corporate level, businesses that have been traditionally invested in emissions-intensive industries are starting to transition their activities in anticipation of a low-carbon future. Many electric utilities have already invested in a low-carbon transition, and several oil and gas companies have also begun to diversify. For example, clean energy projects and assets accounted for around 90% of Enel’s €8.5 billion capital expenditure and €16.2 billion earnings before interest, tax, depreciation, and amortization in 2018, which saw a 3.8% rise compared with the prior year. In the oil and gas industry, Royal Dutch Shell expects to invest $1 to $2 billion per year in its “new energy solutions,” which include natural gas, wind, solar, hydrogen, biofuels, and nature-based solutions, and recently declared an ambition to double this to $4 billion per year. The French multinational oil and gas company, Total, plans to increase investment in low-carbon technologies from around 3% of total capital expenditure to 20% of its asset base over the next 20 years.

“By focusing on sustainability and innovation, as well as on the industrial and financial aspects of the business model, Enel can respond in a positive and flexible way to change, ultimately creating long-term shared value for all stakeholders.”

Francesco Starace, CEO, Enel, September 2018
Key solutions summary: Public finance and policymakers can help manage orderly and just transitions

Key solution: Private-sector financial products can help industry execute a low-carbon transition

Building on the success of green and sustainable investments to date, investors and lenders can develop a wider range of financing to support companies that have adopted ambitious transition goals. Ultimately, this will create a virtuous cycle with more money invested in clean companies, which creates more appetite for this transition — lowering financing costs and ultimately leading to more investment.

Corporations and investors can also support the just transition of communities and workers by incorporating social criteria into their investment decisions, investing in retraining programs, and recognizing the long-term value of inclusive growth.

Barriers to scaling solutions

Early retirement of assets such as relatively new coal-fired power plants will inevitably lead to some loss of financial value — this prospect drives the political economy of opposition to climate policy. At the corporate level, fundamental changes may be required for those whose business models are built on fossil fuels. Such transformation is inherently challenging, and corporations will need to develop in-house expertise and institutional agility to successfully transition in competitive markets.

Investing in corporate transitions

Some corporations are able to invest profits from existing carbon-intensive activities to fund their low-carbon transition, but for others, support from the financial sector can be critical. Ørsted (formerly DONG Energy) is a power utility that has significantly changed its business model over the last five years, transitioning out of its fossil fuel generation business to become the world leader in offshore wind. As a consequence, the company’s market capitalization doubled between June 2016 and June 2019. Private-sector capital played a key role in Ørsted’s transformative journey into becoming a clean energy company. The Goldman Sachs Merchant Banking Division made an investment alongside other banks when the government conducted a public auction process for investors and helped provide capital for the company to scale and transition to other geographies.238 Ørsted tapped into a range of private-sector financings (including equity markets through an initial public offering and two green bonds). The Danish government has continued to retain majority ownership and, alongside private capital, has helped the utility expand its footprint to become one of the largest wind energy developers globally.

Transition and sustainability bonds

As green bonds may not be accessible for companies in carbon-intensive sectors such as oil and gas or heavy industry, transition bonds offer the opportunity to use proceeds for a wider range of activities. Such activities could include alternative fuels for aircrafts, co-generation, or energy-efficiency improvements in industry. In 2019, Snam, an Italian natural gas company, issued what it called a “Climate Action Bond.” This transition bond will be used to finance biomethane, energy efficiency, and investments to reduce the environmental impact of Snam’s activities.239

In addition, rather than use of proceeds bonds, sustainability-linked corporate bonds can help mobilize more mainstream corporate finance for longer-term transition strategies. Enel has established a global platform for Sustainable Development Goal (SDG) corporate bonds, which are bonds linked to key sustainability goals of the long-term strategy of the company.240 Such bonds would differ from those bonds (such as green bonds) that narrowly focus on use of proceeds. They would include in their terms a coupon step-up to incentivize Enel to meet its renewable energy deployment goals and its target to exit coal power generation by a certain date.

Supporting the transition of fossil fuel assets and workers

Enel has adopted an ambitious transition strategy that aims for carbon neutrality by 2050 and that achieves transformative changes in its 86GW generation fleet and in its almost 70,000-person workforce.

An innovative component of its transition, Enel’s “Futur-e” project aims to find new purposes for 23 decommissioned thermal power plants and an unused mining site distributed across Italy.241 Enel organizes tenders to identify conversion projects for the various sites, creating new development opportunities in these areas. Project selection focuses on financial viability — the projects must be self-sustaining — circular economy, innovation, and the fit with the needs of the local community. A jury brings together academics, local stakeholders from government, business and civil society, and representatives from Enel to select winning projects.242

Complementing Enel’s efforts on repurposing fossil fuel assets are its programs to help its staff navigate the transition. The utility’s human resource strategy recognizes that the changes in the energy sector call for new professional profiles and skills, as well as an important cultural and organizational change. A change management and digital skills program is aiming to reach 100% of Enel’s employees by 2020.243
Key solution: Public finance can support the just transition of communities

In the near term, public budgets can provide direct support to households and workers affected by the transition while also investing in longer-term industrial strategies and retraining programs.

**Barriers to scaling solutions**

Public finance is inherently limited, and opinions vary as to whether and how taxpayer funds should be used to fund redistribution mechanisms and compensation for industrial transitions.

---

**EU member states mobilize carbon market revenues for the transition**

The EU ETS is the largest emissions-trading scheme in the world, covering approximately 11,000 power plants and manufacturing facilities across the EU, Iceland, Lichtenstein, and Norway. All participating countries are required to use at least half of the revenue raised from selling emissions allowances to finance further climate action. The European Commission estimated that member states generated €11.8 billion in revenue between 2013 and 2015, 67% of which went toward funding climate and energy policy measures in the EU and 8% to support international efforts such as the Green Climate Fund. The majority of the funds were used to support work in clean energy (40.6%), energy efficiency (27.4%), and clean transport (10.9%).

The 2015 reform of the EU ETS directly addressed the challenge of a just transition. Under the new rules, a new Modernisation Fund financed from the auctioning of EU ETS allowances was created to support investments in regions whose economies depend on fossil fuels. The fund will invest in the redeployment, re-skilling, and upskilling of workers; education; job-seeking initiatives; and clean energy, energy-efficiency, and storage projects. The fund is anticipated to begin operating in early 2021. The European Commission also created the Platform for Coal Regions in Transition that helps Europe’s coal-dependent regions implement successful transition strategies and to better access the wide but often complex range of EU funding available to them. As of July 2019, the platform has supported 18 pilot regions across eight member states.

---

Key solution: Create the regulatory frameworks to enable a managed capital exit from high-emissions assets

Government policy can create the enabling frameworks and incentives for owners and operators of carbon-intensive assets to engineer a transition away from high-carbon assets. This can be done through regulating the closure of carbon-intensive assets and legislation or the introduction of standards applied to existing assets. Such measures can be designed to offer a path for investors to decommission or retrofit carbon-intensive assets and avoid uncertainty for owners and operators as facilities are retired.

Barriers to scaling solutions

A key challenge to these policies is political opposition from owners of carbon-intensive assets and affected communities.

Swedish climate-neutrality goal drives industry leadership to strengthen competitiveness

In order to align domestic emissions with the temperature goals of the Paris Agreement, Sweden passed climate change legislation with the goal of becoming climate neutral by 2045. To ensure continued economic growth concurrent with steady emissions reductions, the government engaged the private sector to map out transition plans. A number of industries across Sweden, including cement, construction, aviation, and shipping, produced detailed road maps describing when and how they will become fossil fuel free. These road maps outlined the technological solutions and investments needed and the key obstacles the Swedish government can resolve to support this transition, outlining side-by-side industry commitments and public policy requests. For example, the construction industry identified a series of government actions that would create the conditions for its transformation through financing, risk-sharing, support for innovation, and public procurement. The heavy-duty transport sector identified improvements in EU-level climate policies, public investment in biofuels, and a fuel tax as strategies to facilitate the greening of road transport.

---

249 Ibid.
A core objective of the 2015 Paris Agreement is “making finance flows consistent with a pathway towards low greenhouse gas emissions and climate-resilient development.” Indeed, achieving net-zero emissions by mid-century in the real economy will also require a transition within the financial sector to more systematically account for climate change considerations in lending and investment decisions. Several initiatives have begun to explore the analytic and practical implications of “Paris alignment” or “climate alignment” for the evolution of loan books and investment portfolios of private financial institutions.

Institutions striving to steer their portfolios into alignment with well-below 2°C pathways face considerable challenges, beginning with significant data gaps in assessing climate-related risks and opportunities in their portfolio projects and companies. Where decision-useful data is available, it can be difficult to integrate and standardize such information across risk management, strategy, and client engagement functions. Second, while several methodological approaches to portfolio alignment are under development within the financial sector, these can be challenging to navigate. Also, these methodologies do not always resolve fundamental questions such as how to attribute emissions in financial portfolios or how to set emissions reduction pathways for sectors. Third, underlying these barriers are systemic challenges such as a focus on short-term financial incentives, the practical challenges of rebalancing portfolios given a limited universe of low-carbon investment opportunities, and the reality that capital reallocation away from high-carbon holdings may just result in a shuffling of assets between portfolios — rather than driving emissions reductions in the real economy.

Despite these challenges, financial institutions are increasingly interested in exploring opportunities for climate alignment and a rich network of initiatives, methodologies, and frameworks are quickly emerging. While these initiatives lay the groundwork for significant progress in overcoming existing barriers to climate alignment, they are often applied to only one sector or kind of financial institution. To encourage a holistic approach that considers the integrated investment chain, financial institutions can collaborate to develop a consistent framework for climate alignment in support of the low-carbon transition.

**“Recent progress in disclosure, risk management, and return optimization is creating a path to a New Horizon. A virtuous circle is becoming possible where companies disclose more information, investors make better informed decisions, and sustainable investment goes mainstream.”**

Mark Carney, Governor, Bank of England, March 2019

---

Overcoming data challenges

Private-sector institutions have often cited a lack of adequate decision-useful information on both climate alignment metrics and potential material climate-related information. Without widespread availability of such information, financial decision-makers cannot assess climate-related impacts for a single sector or asset class, let alone across an entire portfolio.

Increasing availability of climate-related data

Climate-related reporting is not yet mainstream across all industries and regions.\(^{251}\) Even the most mainstream metrics, such as GHG emissions, are not universally disclosed by corporations in the real economy. The share of MSCI world index companies — collectively around 60% of world market capitalization — that disclose their GHG emissions has stalled at around 50% in recent years (FIGURE 29).

---

However, several efforts to improve the availability and quality of climate-related information are under way, notably through the efforts of the TCFD (see box below). The recommendations of the TCFD are increasingly recognized as the standard for effective voluntary disclosure of climate-related information and have broad support from financial institutions and across the private and public sectors. TCFD also bridges the financial and corporate sectors, and its recommendations are increasingly adopted by corporations as varied as electric utilities and chemical producers.\textsuperscript{252,253,254} Investors need climate-related financial disclosures to evaluate a corporation’s commitment to managing climate-related risks and capitalizing on opportunities — and to allow them to factor those commitments into their portfolio management strategies.

**The TCFD and mainstreaming climate-related disclosure**

Spearheaded by Bank of England Governor and former Financial Stability Board Chair Mark Carney and chaired by Michael Bloomberg, the TCFD was the first private-sector-led initiative working to develop consistent climate-related financial disclosures to inform investing, lending, and underwriting decisions. The task force developed four widely adoptable recommendations on climate-related financial disclosures that are applicable to public companies and financial institutions across sectors and jurisdictions.\textsuperscript{255}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Governance</th>
<th>Strategy</th>
<th>Risk management</th>
<th>Metrics and targets</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Disclose the organization’s governance around climate-related risks and opportunities.</td>
<td>Disclose the actual and potential impacts of climate-related risks and opportunities on the organization’s businesses, strategy, and financial planning where such information is material.</td>
<td>Disclose how the organization identifies, assesses, and manages climate-related risks.</td>
<td>Disclose the metrics and targets used to assess and manage relevant climate-related risks and opportunities where such information is material.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As of September 2019, more than 830 organizations have expressed their support for the TCFD including more than 370 financial firms responsible for assets of over $118 trillion.\textsuperscript{256} Other organizations include corporations, trade associations, stock exchanges, central banks, regulators, and national governments.

\textsuperscript{254} See also Enel, “Annual Report,” 2018.
Synthesizing and interpreting climate-related data

Specialists such as Carbon Delta, One Concern, and Jupiter Intelligence, among others, have developed tools to help financial institutions measure and interpret disclosed physical and transition risks. However, many of these tools are still evolving and often lack standardization across metrics, scenarios, and scope. The TCFD has also provided recommendations for conducting scenario analyses, which help organizations understand the potential impacts of climate change on their businesses, strategies, and financial performance, allowing them to better plan for and improve their resilience to climate risks.

Credit rating agencies also play a role in encouraging the consideration of climate-related risks and opportunities throughout the financial system. The threats to supply chains, infrastructure, and organizations’ profitability from climate change are increasingly considered relevant to a borrower’s creditworthiness. For instance, following California’s deadliest and most destructive wildfire, sparked by electrical transmission lines owned and operated by Pacific Gas and Electric, Moody’s Investors Service downgraded the utility’s credit rating to Baa3 from Baa2 — the second-lowest level of investment grade. Subsequently, S&P Global Ratings downgraded California’s top three investor-owned power utilities, stating that without sufficient regulatory protections, these companies “will continue to experience catastrophic wildfires because of climate change.”

Although credit ratings could serve as a powerful tool, climate-related risks and opportunities are not yet fully or transparently integrated into mainstream credit rating methodologies. Several rating agencies offer separate ESG ratings for companies and sovereigns, or separate frameworks, such as a recent proposal from Moody’s to assess climate-related transition risk. Incorporating material climate-related information into mainstream rating methodologies would result in the consideration of climate risk, to some extent, in every financial decision made using credit ratings.

Designing climate alignment methodologies for financial portfolios

Beyond the available quantity and quality of climate-related data, financial institutions face methodological barriers to aligning their portfolios with a below 2°C trajectory. These barriers include differing approaches to portfolio alignment, challenges to establishing emissions attribution, and uncertainties in using technological transition pathways to evaluate future emissions reduction potential.

Appropriate alignment metrics are critical for steering reductions in portfolio emissions. Metrics commonly used for assessing alignment fall into two categories: (1) backward-looking emissions benchmarks associated with investment portfolios or loan books, and (2) forward-looking benchmarks that evaluate potential strategies for reducing investors’ portfolio emissions and the associated transition risk.

---

Backward-looking approaches to assess alignment and reduce portfolio emissions, such as carbon footprinting, have the advantage of relying on historical data rather than projections. Bloomberg’s Decarbonization Tracker, for example, uses this approach to measure reductions in emissions intensity of the world’s largest power utilities.261 Conversely, several financial institutions use forward-looking analyses to understand portfolio alignment since this approach is based on emissions-reduction opportunities and can reward organizations based on their strategies for the low-carbon transition. For example, Goldman Sachs has worked with the San Francisco Employees’ Retirement System to design a framework to assess how oil and gas reserve owners are positioned for climate risk and is exploring opportunities to apply this forward-looking approach to other sectors and industries. The Transition Pathway Initiative, led by asset owners and supported by asset managers, aims to improve forward-looking analysis by creating tools that assess a corporation’s preparedness for the low-carbon transition.262

Attributing emissions

In conducting a carbon footprint analysis of a portfolio or loan book, financial institutions can face challenges in attributing emissions as falling within or outside their portfolios. For example, no standard methodology currently exists for dividing a corporation’s emissions between shareholders and bondholders, which can lead to double counting of emissions.263 For unlisted asset classes, such as private equity, the tools for evaluating portfolio alignment are even less developed. Private equity firms collect differing levels of environmental data and typically make that information available only to existing investors or to prospective investors who have requested it. This challenge can, therefore, make it difficult for an asset owner to evaluate different private equity funds based on their environmental performance in relation to both operational impact and business strategy.

Determining sectoral transition pathways

Institutions that adopt forward-looking alignment methodologies must rely on assumptions about rates of technological development and the allocation of emissions-reduction efforts across sectors and geographies. This task is technically complex and inherently uncertain given the many ways to legitimately solve for a well-below 2°C trajectory given assumptions about different rates of decarbonization in, for example, power generation versus transportation or emerging versus developed markets. Some financial institutions have adopted the International Energy Agency (IEA) future emissions scenarios as a standard. However, IEA scenarios are not fully applicable to industries outside of the energy sector, and their assumptions are not currently public. Other entities are developing their own open source methods for aligning portfolios with a low-carbon transition. These include an initiative for commercial banks, led by the Dutch bank ING in partnership with the 2° Investing Initiative, and one for asset owners, led by the Institutional Investors Group on Climate Change (IIGCC).264,265

Furthermore, forward-looking benchmarking approaches rely on access to corporations’ business and decarbonization plans as a way to evaluate their use of technological transition pathways. At present, gaining access to decision-useful information comes at a high transaction cost.

262 London School of Economics, Transition Pathway Initiative.
264 ING, “ING’s Terra Approach."
Working toward portfolio alignment

Assuming methodological challenges can be adequately addressed, financial institutions also face practical challenges, including an inadequate supply of low-carbon investments with which to attempt to rebalance portfolios, a mismatch between the short-term incentive structures of the financial sector with the long-term implications of climate change, and questions about the effectiveness of capital reallocation strategies in driving down actual emissions.

“GPIF is convinced that ESG integration is critical in its fixed income portfolio. GPIF regards investment in green bonds as a direct method of ESG integration. Our aspiration is to make green bonds mainstream investment products, which would mobilise more capital to sustainable projects or support to make issuers’ business portfolios become more sustainable.”

Hiromichi Mizuno, Executive Managing Director and CIO, GPIF, September 2019

Expanding low-carbon investment opportunities

The large-scale realignment of existing global investment portfolios with global temperature goals faces limitations on the supply of available low-carbon investments with which portfolios can be rebalanced. Most of the economy and, therefore, corporations, equities, and other asset classes are still largely misaligned with a well-below 2°C trajectory. This creates an important practical constraint on the ability of financial institutions to transform their portfolios (see box below).

Addressing some of these challenges will require expanding the scope of current climate alignment initiatives. Many initiatives are focused on the goal of a fully aligned portfolio, rather than the means of supporting the global economy to transition to a well-below 2°C pathway. Instead of focusing on rebalancing portfolios, greater emphasis could be placed on key levers for transition.

One such lever could be the construction of transition indices. Existing low-carbon indices are primarily composed of “deep green” investment opportunities, such as shares of renewable energy companies. However, by narrowly defining “green,” these indices neglect to account for corporations in high-carbon sectors that have adopted low-carbon strategies. Therefore, transition indices composed of these corporations — choosing those, for example, with the highest rates of improvement in their carbon intensity — would enable investors to more easily allocate capital to those preparing for the low-carbon economy.

Climate alignment is limited by broader macroeconomics

AXA, the French multinational insurance company, completed a thorough assessment of the “warming potential” of its portfolio, including corporate issuers (equity and debt), sovereign issuers, and real assets (direct property, commercial real estate loans, and infrastructure debt). The results of this analysis, summarized in its 2019 Climate Report, indicated that the portfolio’s warming potential was not aligned with the temperature goals of the Paris Agreement. AXA concluded that while proactive investors can make some progress through capital reallocation, their ability to fully align their portfolios while maintaining other standards related to risk-return and diversification is limited without greater availability of investment opportunities in climate-aligned companies and assets.266

Aligning decision-making with climate considerations

A fundamental challenge underlying the effort to align portfolios with temperature goals is the misalignment of time horizons. In a 2015 speech, Bank of England Governor Mark Carney coined this challenge “the tragedy of the horizon,” whereby climate-related risks that could result in material financial impacts over the longer term are often not considered material today due to short time horizons for both regulators and financial market actors. In addition, while asset managers and asset owners are increasingly integrating climate-related factors into their investment decisions, these are often still considered separate and secondary to considerations of financial return. However, this trend is changing — a recent survey of institutional investors showed that 81% of asset owners and 68% of asset managers now consider climate risks material to their portfolios.

Capital reallocation does not necessarily result in emissions reductions

Even if financial institutions overcome other challenges, portfolio alignment does not necessarily result in emissions reductions in the real economy. Assets sold by one investor can be purchased by another and simply held on a different balance sheet. Similarly, where commercial banks implement exclusions in their lending activities, carbon-intensive corporations and projects can often obtain financing from another bank (albeit at potential higher financing cost). From a global emissions reduction standpoint, it would be more effective for investors to identify and support relevant transition strategies while considering financial risk to help finance the transition of emissions-intensive industries.

“We consider investor engagement as a key tool to help support and accelerate a company’s transition process.”

Lise Moret, Head of Climate Strategy, AXA Investment Managers, June 2019
Key solutions summary: Private finance can develop frameworks to align financial decision-making with well-below 2°C pathways

Key solution: A framework for incorporating the low-carbon transition into strategy, capital allocation, and client engagement

Banks, asset managers, and asset owners can continue to incorporate consideration of climate-related risks and opportunities into governance, strategy, and financial decision-making.

Financial institutions across the investment chain can also work to align financial portfolios with climate targets, including substantive efforts by lenders and investors to engage with corporations on climate-related objectives and transition strategies.

To facilitate material progress on both fronts, leading financial institutions can develop a harmonized framework for supporting the low-carbon transition through appropriately pricing risks and opportunities, providing guidance on alignment methodologies, and working with corporations to develop and support realistic industry-specific transition pathways.

Finally, credit rating agencies can transparently integrate material climate-related information into their methodologies, allowing the private sector to steer capital accordingly.

Barriers to scaling solutions

The barriers to adequately integrating climate-related risks and opportunities into financing and portfolio management practices include a lack of transparency and a lack of methodologies for assessing impacts. In addition, there are practical challenges such as the quantity of suitable low-carbon investments across asset classes.
Private financial institutions are developing standardized methods for aligning portfolios and loan books with a well-below 2°C future.

Various efforts have emerged to assess and steer portfolios and loan books into alignment with global temperature goals and sectoral emissions reduction targets. Several of these efforts are summarized below.

**Platform Carbon Accounting Financials (PCAF)** was launched in 2015 by 14 Dutch financial institutions to provide an open source methodology to measure the carbon footprint of their investments and loans across eight asset classes. PCAF’s report provides a carbon accounting approach, describing methodologies for listed equities, project finance, government bonds, mortgages, corporate finance, and real estate.\(^{271}\)

**The Terra Approach.** ING, in partnership with 2° Investing Initiative, developed the Terra Approach to support the bank’s goal of starting to steer its €600 billion lending portfolio toward Paris alignment by 2025. This sectoral approach analyzes climate-related portfolio risks and opportunities, and focuses on past and future corporate lending in energy, transport, steel, cement, residential mortgages, and commercial real estate by evaluating the technological shift needed across these sectors to achieve global temperature goals.\(^{272}\) In an effort to lead change throughout the banking sector, ING has joined with four other banks — BBVA, BNP Paribas, Société Générale, and Standard Chartered — to develop open source methods and tools for measuring the alignment of lending portfolios with the goals of the Paris Agreement.\(^{273}\)

**The Poseidon Principles.** The Poseidon Principles is the first global sector-specific climate alignment agreement among financial institutions. Launched in June 2019 by 11 banks representing $100 billion in senior shipping debt, the Poseidon model combines backward-looking assessment of climate alignment with forward-looking climate alignment targets as well as the establishment of a forum — the Poseidon Principles Association — for the development of relevant technical and climate expertise by financial institutions and other expert stakeholders.\(^{274}\)

**Institutional Investors Group on Climate Change.** In May 2019, six institutional investors (AP2, Brunel Pension Partnership, Church of England Pensions Board, LGPS Central, PKA, and TPT Retirement Solutions) led by IIGCC announced a new initiative that will develop definitions and approaches for aligning portfolios with the objectives of the Paris Agreement. This initiative is working to develop sector- and asset class-specific approaches for portfolio alignment that could become a standard for asset owners.\(^{275}\)

**Moody’s Carbon Transition Assessment: A tool for assessing transition risk.**

Moody’s intends to launch a tool for assessing the carbon transition risk of listed corporations.\(^{276}\) The assessment considers four risk components: an organization’s current carbon profile, exposure to technology risk, risk mitigation strategies, and long-term exposure to rapid low-carbon transition scenarios. This assessment is not a credit rating but is, instead, intended to lay the groundwork to assess the relative exposure to climate-related risks of various corporations and how these may affect their creditworthiness. Importantly, it takes into account not only a corporation’s current exposure but also its longer-term climate strategy.

---


\(^{272}\) ING, “ING’s Terra Approach.”


\(^{275}\) IIGCC “European Investors Launch Project to Support Alignment of Portfolios to the Paris Agreement,” [Press release], 2 May 2019.

Key solution: Setting best practices for integrating climate factors into portfolio management

Public and multilateral financial institutions — notably development banks, SWFs, and government pension funds — are themselves major investors. Their sovereign shareholders can lead by example by ensuring that these institutions move to align portfolios with well-below 2°C pathways. MDBs and DFIs have charted a leadership path on Paris alignment, while SWFs and government pension funds can also integrate climate-related factors into their portfolio management activities.

DFIs also can play an important role in helping to set minimum standards and in creating new asset classes in emerging markets. The World Bank Group and the European Investment Bank coined green bonds in 2007 and 2008.\(^{277}\) DFIs could continue to identify new ways to help harness capital markets for climate goals.

**Barriers to scaling solutions**

Public finance institutions are often bound by a similar obligation to deliver returns on investment for their shareholders, and they face the same lack of tools and information to transition their portfolios to more low-carbon investments.

---

**MDBs develop joint framework to guide Paris alignment**

Following up on the 2017 commitment made by the MDBs and the International Development Finance Club to align financial flows with the objectives of the Paris Agreement, MDBs recently announced a joint framework to begin aligning their activities with the temperature goals of the Paris Agreement. The joint framework is comprised of six building blocks, which include (1) aligning operations with mitigation goals and assessing operations against climate-related transition risks and opportunities; (2) aligning operations with climate-resilience goals; (3) ramping up climate finance; (4) providing capacity-building support for countries and other clients; (5) improving monitoring and reporting; and (6) aligning internal operations and policies with the objectives of the Paris Agreement.\(^ {278}\) The MDBs plan to report back at the 2019 UNFCCC Conference of the Parties in Chile on their progress.\(^ {279}\)

This framework demonstrates the MDBs’ leadership on climate, moving beyond aligning financial flows to repositioning their activities and operations in line with globally agreed-upon temperature goals. These six building blocks can provide an important framework for other financial institutions to employ as they explore opportunities to align their activities with global temperature goals.

---


\(^{279}\) World Bank, “Multilateral Development Banks (MDBs) Announced a Joint Framework for Aligning Their Activities with the Goals of the Paris Agreement,” 3 December 2018.
Norges Bank’s evolving holistic view on portfolio alignment

Norges Bank, Norway’s central bank, one of the founding members of the NGFS, and the manager of the $1 trillion Norwegian SWF, has implemented several policies that align with the network’s recommendations to integrate sustainability factors into central bank operations and portfolio management. In its role as a central bank, it has conducted analyses of the relationship between technological developments, climate policy, and banks’ credit risk, and has raised the idea of including climate risk in bank stress tests. In its role as manager of Norway’s SWF, it has implemented comprehensive exclusionary policies that prohibit investment in entities that derive more than 30% of their operations or income from coal, companies that are responsible for severe environmental damage, and those that contribute to “unacceptable” GHG emissions.

One Planet Sovereign Wealth Fund Framework & asset manager framework

The One Planet Sovereign Wealth Fund Framework brings together the SWFs of Abu Dhabi, Kuwait, New Zealand, Norway, Saudi Arabia, and Qatar. Together, they have outlined three principles to accelerate the integration of climate change analysis into the management of their large, long-term, and diversified asset pools: (1) building in climate change considerations that are aligned with the SWFs’ investment horizon into decision-making; (2) encouraging companies to address material climate change issues in their governance, business strategy, planning, risk management, and public reporting; and (3) integrating considerations of climate-related risks and opportunities into investment management. The SWF framework was complemented with an Asset Manager Initiative in July 2019 whereby a group of asset managers, including Amundi, BlackRock, BNP Paribas, Goldman Sachs, HSBC, Natixis, Northern Trust, and State Street Global Advisors committed to support the SWFs in delivering on their framework.

283 One Planet SWFs, “Asset Managers Endorse the One Planet SWF Framework,” 10 July 2019.
Key solution: Incorporating climate into relevant financial regulation and supervision

Central banks and financial regulators can continue to promote a better understanding of climate-related risks and their potential financial implications. For example, they can assess the exposure of their domestic financial systems to climate-related risks, conduct climate stress tests, and engage with financial institutions to ensure these risks are understood. They can also help encourage climate-related financial disclosure, for example, in alignment with TCFD recommendations.

Policymakers can also develop standards and taxonomies to bring greater transparency about which activities are aligned with the low-carbon transition. Recent progress on this front includes the work of the EU Technical Expert Group on sustainable finance, which has proposed a taxonomy to define what counts as an environmentally sustainable economic activity.284

Barriers to scaling solutions

The actions of central banks and regulators are limited by their mandates, which vary across countries.

The Bank of England stress tests for climate resilience

A survey conducted by the Bank of England determined that only 10% of banks were “comprehensively” managing and taking a sufficiently long-term view of climate-related risks.285 In response, the Bank of England announced that it will incorporate climate resilience into the supervision of banks and insurers and into the bank’s stress tests of the UK financial system, starting with the insurance sector.286,287 Incorporating climate change into stress tests will help assess how the financial system would cope with different climate-related transition and physical risks. In addition, incorporation into the supervision process will provide the opportunity for the Bank of England to better understand how individual banks are managing climate risk. The Bank of England follows the lead of the Bank of Netherlands in incorporating climate change into its financial stability tests.288

The NGFS provides guidance to public finance institutions to account for climate-related risk

The NGFS, launched in December 2017, gathers central banks and supervisors who are committed to better understanding and managing the financial risks and opportunities of climate change.289 Since its creation, the organization has grown from eight founding members to 42 members across five continents. Recommendations issued by the NGFS provide a framework for central banks, supervisors, policymakers, and financial institutions to integrate climate-related risks into financial stability monitoring and micro-supervision and the consideration of sustainability factors into central banks’ own-portfolio management.290 Although voluntary, these recommendations provide important guidance for public finance, supervisory, and regulatory entities to account for climate-related risk.

---

289 Network for Greening the Financial System, “About Us.”
“Meeting big challenges requires governments and business to work together, especially at a time when tensions and temperatures are both rising around the world.”

Michael R. Bloomberg, Founder, Bloomberg L.P., July 2019
Conclusion: Financing the Low-Carbon Transition Requires Strategic Partnerships

The scale of the necessary low-carbon transition is unprecedented and will span all sectors and geographies. There is growing interest within the financial sector in supporting this transition and the significant shift in capital needed to align financial flows with a well-below 2°C pathway. However, the mobilization of private investment at the scale and pace needed to realize global temperature goals faces major constraints, summarized in this report within five major challenges. While the challenges may seem daunting, the countries and organizations that are already charting a course toward a low-carbon economy demonstrate that opportunities also abound in the transition.

Scalable solutions to address each of the five challenges in this report are available for implementation by private- and public-sector actors, many of which are made possible through strategic partnerships across the financial system.

**Solutions to Challenge 1:** Proven investment models are not replicated at scale

Renewable energy policies — the most successful of which have provided stable revenues for renewable energy generation — have driven significant cost reductions in wind and solar technologies, making them cost-competitive with fossil fuel generation in many markets. The private sector can directly benefit from the competitiveness of renewables by procuring low-cost clean power through corporate PPAs and creating financial products that expand low-carbon investment opportunities to larger investors. Further accelerating the deployment of clean energy will require the public sector to implement even more ambitious renewable energy targets, as well as policies that have proven successful, such as auctions, guaranteed revenues, and measures that facilitate project development.

**Solutions to Challenge 2:** Risks in emerging markets constrain low-carbon investments

While the majority of low-carbon investment has flowed to high-income countries and China, certain emerging markets have proven successful in attracting capital. Leadership by national policymakers, working in tandem with DFIs to create the conditions needed to attract private investment, can help expand this success to other emerging markets. Alongside the introduction of a comprehensive set of enabling policies, governments and investors can build on the
extensive experience of DFIs in delivering technical assistance, building project pipelines, and managing risk in emerging markets.

Solutions to Challenge 3: Many low-carbon investments in key emitting sectors are not yet profitable

Supporting the commercial viability of low-carbon solutions in the industrial, heavy-duty transport, and agricultural sectors will require a mix of public policies — including investment incentives, public procurement, standards, and carbon pricing — to create clear investment signals. Collaboration in R&D and public-private risk sharing in bringing early-stage, low-carbon technologies to market will also be needed to shift these sectors toward net-zero emissions.

Solutions to Challenge 4: The transition from carbon-intensive business models may create financial and social risk

The ongoing transformation of carbon-intensive sectors highlights that rapid transitions are best managed when corporations, financial institutions, and policymakers work in concert to support an orderly transition. Corporations with carbon-intensive business models can work with investors to transition their businesses to low-carbon strategies. Governments can support the transition of communities and workers whose livelihoods are currently reliant on carbon-intensive sectors by developing programs that spur investment in alternative sectors, reskill affected workers, or provide them with compensation.

Solutions to Challenge 5: A lack of tools and incentives to align portfolios with a low-carbon future

A growing number of stakeholders, including the NGFS and TCFD, are working to make material climate-related information a key dimension of decision-making in the financial sector. However, mobilizing the investment chain to align with a low-carbon economy will require the development of sector- and geography-specific transition pathways, as well as benchmarks to evaluate progress on their alignment with well-below 2°C pathways. It will also necessitate the implementation of approaches, such as engagement strategies and financial products to support the transition, to ensure that portfolio alignment efforts lead to change in the real economy.
Summary of solutions: Key partnerships for financing the low-carbon future

The private sector can take the lead in helping resolve many of the primary challenges preventing the mobilization of private finance for low-carbon solutions. However, this report also highlights that private finance cannot act alone. Working in concert, the firms and institutions across the financial system, public finance, and public policy all have a role to play in harnessing the power of financial markets and delivering the ambitious transitions needed to address climate change.

Key private-public partnerships

**Unlocking capital in emerging markets.** Financial institutions can demonstrate their interest in bringing low-carbon solutions to emerging markets. Collaboration with DFIs and policymakers can help develop environments conducive to low-carbon investment in emerging markets, thus broadening opportunities for private investment.

**Bringing innovative technologies to market.** Governments can support the development of innovative technologies through funding for R&D, while public-private risk sharing and collaboration can help bring early-stage, low-carbon technologies to market.

**Realizing an orderly and just transition.** Private finance, public finance, and policymakers can collaborate on ensuring a well-managed transition with clear policy frameworks, private-sector transitions, and support for just transition for communities and workers.

Key private-sector partnerships

**Financial products that support the transition.** Financial institutions can develop a wider range of financial products to support companies that have adopted ambitious goals to align their strategies and operations with the low-carbon transition.

**Approaches for climate alignment.** Organizations across the investment chain can work together to develop approaches for aligning financial decision-making with the goals of the Paris Agreement.
Appendix
Introduction

The CFLI Investment Readiness Guidelines are intended to facilitate discussion among financial institutions, project developers, investors, and government representatives on critical factors for mobilizing private finance for low-carbon solutions in developing countries. These Guidelines are not intended to supersede firm- or fund-level investment criteria for developing countries but are instead meant to provide a set of initial gating factors for consideration.

These Guidelines are based on the experience of lenders and other financial investors in these markets over the past decade. They represent the most fundamental and cross-cutting factors affecting investment. While the Guidelines are intended to be considered in their entirety, prioritization of specific policy prescriptions will vary greatly depending on the economic, legal, political, and financial development of a particular country.

Although investment decision-making is complex and dependent on contextual circumstances, which can vary widely from country to country, these factors may closely correlate with decreased project risk and increased likelihood of a project’s consideration by investment teams.

Macroeconomic considerations

Political and macroeconomic stability and economic growth prospects

The presence of strong institutions with a track record of good governance and the commitment and capacity to provide stable macroeconomic management is a major factor for investors as are sound macroeconomic policies to drive broad-based growth and provide investors with broad assurance of the financial sustainability of their investments. Investors also require reliable data on the macroeconomic state of the economy (banking-sector health, employment numbers, etc.) to support their own reporting requirements.

Policy stability

Policy risks, such as expropriation, sovereign breach of contract, or lack of availability of hard currency, are crucially important considerations for investors. Low-carbon projects are particularly vulnerable to policy risk, such as the ability to predict and rely on stable tariffs, due to declining input costs and a reliance on government subsidies. The risk of policy reversals or renegotiations is often the single biggest concern of most investors in developing countries, particularly when such policies can be altered legally with ease by government agencies. These risks can only be partially covered through international political risk insurance.
Financial market depth
The existence of a local bank market that can provide both lending and other financial services, such as currency, interest rate swaps, access to listed markets, and even support for a robust green bond market, are important for international investors. The challenge of limited local commercial banking experience and capabilities, such as the lack of long-term fixed rate non-recourse debt, and limited liquidity in local debt and equity markets can be a hindrance for investors.

Currency stability
Mismatches between the currency denomination of a project’s costs and the denomination of its revenues present extra costs and risks when neither local nor international markets provide the instruments needed to hedge those risks in sufficient size and tenor. This is particularly problematic in countries with volatile currency exchange rates and where significant current account deficits leave those currencies vulnerable to devaluation. Structures that are available to partially hedge local currencies tend to be inefficient and expensive. The degree to which a country can peg its currency to a hard currency or denominate project revenues in a hard currency is thus an important consideration.

Government commitment to stable and predictable investment incentives for low-carbon solutions
In addition to strong public government support, a variety of incentives and policies may signal a favorable business environment for the operator and, therefore, the investor. These signals may include establishing renewable energy targets and strategies, setting emission reduction targets, or revising far-reaching Nationally Determined Committed. Other clear and tangible signals include establishing specific financial incentives, such as tax incentives or preferential treatment on import duties, and the establishment of clearly organized auctions, tenders, or feed-in tariffs.

Political will and execution capacity
Strong policy support and clear rules and regulation are important, but equally important are the willingness, experience, and relevant technical skills to implement those policies and engage with investors. Most developing countries have little experience negotiating and executing international commercial agreements and technical assistance may be necessary until project development, engineering, technical, and commercial experience is gained. The willingness and ability of the host country and its population (pensions, entrepreneurs, sovereign wealth funds, development banks, etc.) to invest alongside international investors on pari passu or junior terms can also demonstrate local will and execution capacity, as well as local and non-local financial alignment.

Market considerations
Cost-reflective energy prices
Ensuring that power generators can charge the necessary cost-reflective tariffs is crucial to enabling private investment to flow to low-carbon sectors. In many cases, this will require the removal of energy subsidies for the incumbent fossil fuel industry such that retail energy prices may rise to reflect their true costs.
Power Purchase Agreements (PPAs) incorporating protections required by international lenders

PPAs must be of sufficient duration to match the tenor of financing required. International public and private sector lenders also often require that off-taker payments are denominated in dollars or euros, which can be challenging for off-takers whose income is in local currency. Additional elements typically required by lenders include agreement to settle any disputes in a neutral, offshore location, and other standard protections for the developer and its lenders. As the market develops, standardization of PPAs across the market becomes increasingly important to investors and developers.

Ownership and local content requirements that are mindful of foreign investors’ and local communities’ needs

In some jurisdictions, foreign investment is limited to minority stakes, whereas investors may seek control. The relative paucity of well-capitalized local partners with relevant experience can be a barrier to developing a successful project. Similarly, while investors generally seek to work with local communities and source as much as possible from local markets, in some cases, government requirements concerning restrictive local content, if they materially impinge on the quality or economics of the project, can stymie investment.

Creditworthy or credit-enhanced off-takers

In most countries, the power off-taker is a government utility requiring some credit enhancement to support its payment obligations to the power producer. Such support may come in the form of partial or full sovereign guarantees (where possible within sovereign debt capacity limits), liquidity facilities, and laws assuring funding for the electricity sector. The stronger the PPA, the more likely the lender will accept something less than a full sovereign guarantee.

Clear and predictable licensing and permitting procedures

The assurance that necessary licenses and permits will be awarded based on a fair, efficient, and predictable process is crucial to developers and their investors. Establishing land titles in markets where traditional land tenure is practiced is often costly and time-consuming, contributing to the uncertainty that is so problematic for investors. In some countries, governments provide a pre-permitting site, specifications, and license auctioned as part of a PPA.

Enforceability of contracts

Businesses require predictable local legal frameworks and confidence that contracts will be enforced promptly in local courts. Effective dispute resolution mechanisms are also essential to giving business confidence to enter into relationships with new businesses and partners in foreign markets.
Power grid capacity, stability, and ability to handle intermittent power

In many countries the national power grid has limited capacity to absorb new power and/or lacks the flexibility to be able to handle the intermittent power that is generated by most renewable energy sources. This can result in renewable energy plants being required to reduce their production, most of the time without compensation for such curtailment. A clear agreement is needed between decision makers who grant permits and licenses, private developers, and grid operators regarding necessary grid improvements, completion dates, and relation between those grid improvements and proposed renewable energy projects.

Effective community engagement

Ensuring that local communities are consulted effectively before construction as well as on an ongoing basis is important to the success of a low-carbon project. Developers and lenders conduct their own community engagement, but governments can help de-risk projects ex-ante by taking an active role in facilitating that engagement.

Size of the market and relevant deal flow

Smaller markets do not necessarily present greater risk, but generally offer less opportunity for financial institutions to reach economies of scale in their financing activities. These countries also present less opportunity for development of robust green bond markets. Regional integration may address this challenge but creates new credit, structuring, and legal complexity. An institution’s existing relationship in a smaller country or the intensity of a small country’s commitment to a particular policy agenda may offset the difficulty of sourcing deals in a smaller market.

High quality engineering, procurement, and construction (EPC) contractors

The lack of availability of a sufficient number of high-quality, reliable developers and EPC contractors with strong, relevant experience and capabilities is a significant challenge to building new renewable energy generating capacity in emerging markets. While ongoing operations and maintenance capabilities are often available locally, it is important for investors to be able to rely on experienced international contractors who are willing to invest and capable of successfully delivering a project on time and on budget.
Appendix 2: Glossary

**Asset class** A specific category of financial assets with similar characteristics, such as equities and bonds. Typically, financial portfolios are constructed of a mix of asset classes, and analytical approaches are specific to an asset class.

**Asset in the real economy** A physical (not financial) asset that produces goods or renders services in the real economy. Physical assets also have a monetary value and are owned either by corporations, individuals, or the public sector. Examples include buildings, factories, vehicles, and power plants.

**Asset manager** A firm that invests capital on behalf of end-investors.

**Asset owner** An end-investor of capital. The largest asset owners include public and private pension funds, sovereign wealth funds, and insurers; other kinds include endowments and family offices.

**Assets under management** The total market value of financial assets overseen by an institutional investor.

**Balance sheet** A ledger recording the assets (physical and financial), liabilities, and capital of a corporation or bank at a particular point in time.

**Bank** A financial institution that uses money from depositors or investors to lend to individuals and companies. Investment banks oversee the issuance of bonds and shares, and act as trading houses.

**Blended finance** A form of financing that uses concessional capital from development finance institutions to de-risk investments in emerging markets and thereby mobilize private capital toward sustainable development. Most blended finance initiatives involve partnerships between DFIs and private financial institutions.

**Bondholder** The owner of a bond issued by a corporation or country. As a bond is a form of debt, bondholders are creditors.

**Carbon footprint** A measure of the carbon dioxide or other greenhouse gas emissions associated with a particular activity or asset. In this report, carbon footprint is often applied to an investment, a portfolio, or an asset in the real economy.

**Carbon-intensive** Activities or assets associated with large amounts of greenhouse gas emissions that are thus misaligned with the low-carbon transition.

**Clean energy/Renewable energy** Zero-emissions energy technologies that convert renewable resources, such as sunlight, wind, and water flow, into usable forms of energy, such as heat and electricity.

**Corporate lending** Loans, usually by banks, to corporations.

**Corporations** In this report, private-sector non-financial companies. Corporations can be publicly listed, in which case their shares are traded on exchanges (but still owned by private investors), or privately held. This report does not touch on government-owned companies, usually known as state-owned enterprises.

**Creditworthiness** The reliability of a borrower. In the case of bank lending, it is usually assessed by a bank itself. For large, publicly listed corporations, it is usually assessed using standardized ratings from credit rating agencies.
**Deregulated electricity markets** Countries or regions in which multiple power producers sell electricity in competitive markets, or “wholesale markets.” In these cases, the electric grid operator is independent and does not directly own generation assets. Electricity can also be sold to end-consumers through competitive processes (i.e., competitive “retail markets”) where consumers can choose their suppliers.

**Developed economies** Countries that are characterized as high income according to the World Bank’s country classification.

**Development finance institution (DFI)** Government development agencies or the private-sector arms of multilateral development banks that work to advance sustainable economic development in developing countries by providing equity, long-term finance, risk mitigation, and other tools that stimulate investment in development. DFIs operate as public-sector, mission-driven investment banks and are mandated to be financially self-sufficient.

**Disclosure** The act of releasing all relevant corporate information that may influence an investment decision. In this report, disclosure is often discussed in relation to climate-related financial disclosure.

**Emerging economies** Countries that are characterized as low-income, lower-middle income, and upper-middle income according to the World Bank’s country classification.

**Emissions trading system (ETS)** A market-based policy mechanism that places a cap on total emissions in a specific country, region, or sector. Based on this cap, individual entities are allocated permits that allow them to produce a certain amount of emissions. These permits can be traded among emitters, allowing emitters that can reduce emissions at a lower cost to sell permits to emitters with higher costs. This market mechanism helps ensure cost-effective reduction of emissions.

**Externalities** The cost or benefit of a good or service that is incurred by a third party that is not adequately captured in its price. In the context of climate change, emissions are considered an environmental externality, as the cost of their impact on climate change is generally not captured in market prices.

**Feed-in tariff** A policy mechanism that provides a specified payment, or tariff, per unit of renewable electricity produced over a designated period of time. Unlike an auction, this price is set by a policymaker, rather than competitively in an auction process. A feed-in tariff can be fixed, as in an auction, or it can provide a premium over a wholesale electricity tariff.

**Financial assets** A non-physical asset that is usually either a form of debt or a share of ownership. Financial assets include equities, bonds, and loans.

**Financial institution** Any organization in the financial sector that offers or manages capital, including banks, insurers, asset managers, and asset owners.

**Financial product** A specific product for an end-investor, usually made by a financial institution. Often refers to funds (which, in turn, contain assets like equities and bonds).

**Financial system** The financial sector and the system around it, including financial regulation, central banks, and connections with the non-financial sector.

**Greenhouse gas emissions (GHG emissions)/emissions** The release of gases that trap heat in the atmosphere and therefore contribute to climate change. GHGs include carbon dioxide, methane, nitrous oxide, and fluorinated gases.

**High-income country** Countries with a gross national income per capita of more than $12,056 in 2017, in line with the World Bank’s country classification.
**Institutional investor** Any investing entity that is not an individual. Encompasses both asset managers and asset owners.

**Investment chain** In this report, this term refers to the interactions between financial firms, especially in regard to the sequence by which physical assets are financed and packaged into financial assets — from project developers and corporations to banks to institutional investors.

**Investor** Any entity that puts money into buying financial or physical assets with the expectation of achieving a profit.

**Just transition** A framework that broadly refers to the principles, processes, and practices to ensure improvements such as inclusivity of growth, preservation of livelihoods, support for decent work opportunities and community stability, and social protection in the transition to a low-carbon economy.

**Levelized cost of electricity (LCOE)** The net present value of the cost of generating electricity, per unit of electricity generated, for the lifetime of an asset; used to compare the cost of energy from various sources.

**Loan book** A bank’s portfolio of loans to companies and individuals.

**Low-carbon** In this report, economic activities or assets that result in lower GHGs, as compared with other activities and assets.

**Low-carbon transition** The process of moving to a trajectory that would limit average global temperature rise to well-below 2°C compared with preindustrial levels. The low-carbon transition can refer to transitions within individual entities, industries, economic sectors, countries, or the global economy.

**Low-income country** Countries with a gross national income per capita of less than $995 in 2017, in line with the World Bank’s country classification.

**Middle-income country** Countries with a gross national income per capita between $996 and $12,055 in 2017, in line with the World Bank’s country classification.

**Pension fund** A fund that manages pension contributions for eventual payout, therefore usually has a long-term investment horizon (of several decades).

**Physical risk** In this report, the risks associated with the physical impacts of climate change. Physical risks can be event-driven (acute) such as increased severity of extreme weather events (e.g., cyclones, droughts, floods, and fires). It can also relate to longer-term shifts (chronic) in precipitation and temperature, and increased variability in weather patterns (e.g., sea-level rise).

**Portfolio** A collection of assets. In this report, the collection of financial assets owned by an investor or the loan book of a bank.

**Power purchasing agreement (PPA)** A contract between a producer of electricity and a buyer that stipulates the commercial terms of electricity sales between the two parties. In this report, PPAs are typically long-term contracts awarded to independent power producers that provide a fixed priced per unit of renewable energy generated over a specified time period.

**Private equity** An industry composed of funds and investors that invest in unlisted, privately held companies, usually selling them onward within a 5-year horizon.

**Private sector** The part of the economy not under direct government control. In this report, both financial and non-financial companies.
Public finance  Sources of finance provided by public entities, including development finance institutions, sovereign wealth funds, and governments, usually derived from income raised through taxes. Public finance is usually meant to achieve social, political, or environmental goals rather than produce a profit, so it can finance loss-making propositions or help subsidize private finance.

Regulated electricity markets  Countries or regions in which a single entity (e.g., an electric utility) owns and operates electricity generation, transmission, and distribution assets, and sells electricity directly to end consumers. In these markets, the utility, which is frequently a vertically integrated monopoly, is often under regulation that guides its operations, e.g., tariff setting. There are also various degrees of regulated electricity markets. For example, in some markets, additional power producers are allowed to generate and sell electricity directly to the vertically integrated utility.

Renewable energy auction  A policy mechanism involving the competitive procurement of renewable energy generation. Bidders offer a price per unit of electricity and volume of renewable energy capacity. Successful bidders are offered a power purchasing agreement, which guarantees a fixed price per unit of electricity generated. This price is known as the “strike price,” or the price at which the auction cleared.

Renewable portfolio standard (RPS)  A policy that requires electricity providers to supply a certain portion of electricity from renewable energy sources.

Scenario analysis  A process for identifying and assessing a potential range of outcomes of future events under conditions of uncertainty. In the case of climate change, for example, scenarios allow an organization to explore and develop an understanding of how the physical and transition risks of climate change may affect its businesses, strategies, and financial performance over time.

Shareholder  The owner of a share of equity in a corporation who has a say in how the corporation is managed.

Sovereign wealth fund  A state-owned investment fund, usually with a very long-term investment horizon to provide a financial cushion for the country or sub-national entity.

Transition risks  Risks associated with the transition to a lower-carbon global economy, the most common of which relate to policy and legal actions, technology changes, market responses, and reputational considerations.

Transition strategy  The short- and long-term strategy to manage climate-related risks and opportunities associated with the transition to a lower-carbon economy in order to address climate change. In this report, it usually refers to corporations’ strategies.

Virtual PPA (VPPA)  Within a VPPA contract, the corporate buyer does not own and is not responsible for the physical electricity generated by the project. The VPPA is purely a financial transaction, exchanging a fixed-price cash flow for a variable-priced cash flow and renewable energy certificates.

Zero carbon  Technologies or economic activities that do not emit any greenhouse gases. In the context of the power sector, this includes power-generation technologies such as wind, solar, nuclear, and hydropower.
## Appendix 3: Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Full Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3EAC</td>
<td>Energy, Emissions, and Efficiency Advisory Committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABS</td>
<td>asset-backed securities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADB</td>
<td>Asian Development Bank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUM</td>
<td>assets under management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BNEF</td>
<td>BloombergNEF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCS</td>
<td>carbon capture and storage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDM</td>
<td>clean development mechanism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CEFC</td>
<td>Clean Energy Finance Corporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFLI</td>
<td>Climate Finance Leadership Initiative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO₂</td>
<td>carbon dioxide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CORSIA</td>
<td>Carbon Offsetting and Reduction Scheme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSIRO</td>
<td>Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DFI</td>
<td>development finance institution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPC</td>
<td>Energy Performance Certificate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESCO</td>
<td>energy service company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESG</td>
<td>environmental, social, and governance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ETS</td>
<td>emissions trading scheme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EU</td>
<td>European Union</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EV</td>
<td>electric vehicle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIRA</td>
<td>Fideicomisos Instituidos en Relación con la Agricultura (Trust Funds for Rural Development)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDP</td>
<td>gross domestic product</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEF</td>
<td>Global Environment Facility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GHG</td>
<td>greenhouse gas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPIF</td>
<td>Government Pension Investment Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GW</td>
<td>gigawatt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IATA</td>
<td>International Air Transport Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICAO</td>
<td>International Civil Aviation Organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IEA</td>
<td>International Energy Agency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IFC</td>
<td>International Finance Corporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IIGCC</td>
<td>Institutional Investors Group on Climate Change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMF</td>
<td>International Monetary Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPCC</td>
<td>Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPP</td>
<td>independent power producer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LCOE</td>
<td>levelized cost of electricity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDB</td>
<td>multilateral development bank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbreviation</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NGFS</td>
<td>Network for Greening the Financial System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OECD</td>
<td>Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPIC</td>
<td>Overseas Private Investment Corporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PACE</td>
<td>Property Assessed Clean Energy program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAF</td>
<td>Pilot Auction Facility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCAF</td>
<td>Platform Carbon Accounting Financials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPA</td>
<td>power purchasing agreement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PV</td>
<td>photovoltaic [solar panel]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R&amp;D</td>
<td>research and development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REDD+</td>
<td>Reducing Emissions from Deforestation and Forest Degradation in Developing Countries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDG</td>
<td>Sustainable Development Goal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPV</td>
<td>special purpose vehicle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWF</td>
<td>sovereign wealth fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCFD</td>
<td>Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TLFF</td>
<td>Tropical Landscape Financing Facility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TW</td>
<td>terawatts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN</td>
<td>United Nations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNFCCC</td>
<td>United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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